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introduction
The moment I knew I would write this book for you started as just another
trip to the gym. Here’s how it happened.
As I was walking to the front desk for a towel, I noticed Krista, the coowner, and her husband, Jim (no, it’s not called “Jim’s Gym”), speaking to
a potential new member. For some reason, I started wondering how that
person had heard about the gym. When you spend 20 years in marketing and 10 years working with websites and new media, your mind often
wanders to what triggers someone to become a client or customer.
After Krista finished her conversation, she began walking my way to get
more towels for the front desk. I interrupted her walk and struck up a
conversation. I told her I was a new media consultant and was wondering
how the guy she was talking to had discovered the gym. After finding out
the guy was just driving by and walked in, I asked, “Do you have a website?”
Krista said they didn’t. But it was the way she answered my question, along
with her facial expression that flipped on the light to create this book. I
could sense in her answer that she was saying, “A website? We’d love
to have one, but we have absolutely no idea what’s involved, how much it
would cost, or even who to talk with to get started.”
That was the moment. The moment I asked myself, “Where do small business owners like Jim and Krista get answers? Who will walk them through
the process? Who will keep them from getting ripped off? Who will give
them straight answers and not just try to sell them?”
I wondered what alternatives Jim and Krista had to get a basic website
online.
xiii
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1.

Hire an agency? As great as that would be, most smallbusiness owners don’t have the financial resources to have
a full-service agency create a website.

2.

Some guy they heard about who had done a website for
someone else they know? Not the best idea, unless you like
Russian roulette.

3.

Do it themselves? Krista and Jim don’t have the time to figure
out how to create a website. They have more than enough
to do running their business.

While having a basic website is a good thing, the most profitable
idea is to create an online presence that can become a real marketing tool for your business. There are plenty of people out there
who will take your money and build you a website. But that’s a bit
like having a car with no gas in the tank. A website really only works
if it’s a marketing tool. That’s why I created Website Blueprint—to
help business owners like Jim and Krista who were stuck.
My friend Pat needed help as well. His company paid nearly $10,000
for their website. It looked good. But once the agency created it,
it was Pat’s job to maximize it as a marketing tool. Pat didn’t know
what to do. Where does he go for help? His IT guys knew enough
to make content updates and swap out some images, but that was
about it. What Pat’s company had was a very nice $10,000 online
business card. I also thought about my friend, Rachael who wants
to start a small photography service. She needs a website, but she
has virtually no computer skills and no budget for a website. What
should she do? Where does she go to get started?
So this book was written for the small business owners I know, like
Rachael, Pat, Jim and Krista…and, of course, you. The thousands
of small business owners and entrepreneurs who need to know the
simplest way to get a website online and the simplest way to make
your website work as a marketing tool to grow your business.

xiv

introduction

There are plenty of books on every element of website development and web marketing (I think I’ve read them all for you). They all
give suggestions, but what you want and need to know is: “What
should I do…exactly?” Not theories, but step-by-step instructions.
You need someone who has been in your shoes, who has tried it all
and developed the most efficient and cost-effective ways to make
the Internet work for your business as a marketing tool. That’s what
we’re going to do for you.
You benefit from all the hard lessons I’ve learned in the last 10
years. If you’re starting from scratch, you’ll find the information
you need right here. If you already have a site, but want to reinvent
it, that information is here. If you already have a site you’re happy
with, but need to incorporate the tools that will turn your site into
a true marketing machine, it’s here. We’ll cover it all, and you’ll be
richer (literally) for it.
— Gregg Murray
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chapter 1: the perfect small business
website
This book’s introduction featured small business owners, Krista and Jim,
a couple who owns a local fitness center. They really want a website that
will help their business grow. A great place to begin the process is to
visualize what a perfect website would look like. Not just in appearance,
but in its ability to attract, persuade, and connect with potential customers. Let’s look at Jim and Krista’s perfect small
business website in action (while you’re reading
Visualize what a
this, imagine a similar scenario playing out for
perfect website
your website as well).
would look like. Not
just in appearance,

but in its ability to
Imagine a potential customer for Jim and Krista’s
attract, persuade,
gym; we’ll call him Alex. Alex has just moved into
and connect
the neighborhood and wants to join a new gym.
with potential
He asks his coworkers for suggestions and hears
customers.
about a couple of options he thinks might work
for him. On the way home from work one day,
he drives by two of his choices, looks them over from the outside, and
heads home. That evening he goes online and Googles “gym Teays Valley”
and “fitness center Teays Valley.” There on the first page of Google is one
of the gyms he drove by earlier. He clicks the link for Teays Valley Fitness
Center in the Google search results and goes to the gym’s home page.
He isn’t wowed by flashy animations, but then again, he doesn’t want to
be. Alex wants information.

After scanning the home page, he clicks a Play button on a video and views
a professional-looking two-minute video tour of the facility. After watching,
he clicks the Group Fitness link to find out if they have a spin class. Then
1
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he clicks a Photos link to make sure the gym looks like a place he’d
be comfortable working out and making new friends. Then he clicks
the Personal Training link to see what they offer when it comes to
1:1 training.
Before Alex moves on, he clicks a link that says, Fitness Tips. The
link sends him to the site’s blog page, where every couple of weeks
the owners enter a fitness/health tip they think their members
and potential members will find helpful. The blog also has the
occasional post about what is happening at the gym, from a new
monthly group fitness schedule to a post about the new selection
of energy drinks the gym now carries. There is a simple form on
the page with a field for an email address. Above it read, “Get our
free weekly email with fitness tips and member updates. You can
unsubscribe anytime.” Alex thinks this sounds helpful and types in
his email address and clicks Send. He is then taken to a page that
says, “Thank you for visiting Teays Valley Fitness online. We hope
you’ll come visit us soon. Be sure when you come in to ask about
our free 14-day, no-obligation membership.”

NOTES

A few minutes later, he automatically receives an email from the
gym reinforcing the same message from the thank you page, along
with the gym’s contact information, a brief introduction from the
owners, and a Google map link with directions to the gym. The
email also has a link to the gym’s Facebook page. Although Alex
noticed the Facebook icon on the site, he hadn’t clicked it there.
But for some reason he decides to click it now. After all, Alex is on
Facebook, and by connecting with the gym’s Facebook fan page,
he could learn a bit more about the gym and see if he knew any
of the other folks that are part of the gym’s Facebook community.

2
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The email Alex received is called an autoresponder. It is sent automatically to new subscribers who become part of an email list (more
coming about this in the email marketing section).
Later, Alex gets tied up on a new work project and doesn’t think much
about gyms until a couple weeks later when he receives a second
email from Teays Valley Fitness with their most recent fitness tip.
At the bottom of that email is again the gym’s contact information
and a reminder about the free 14-day offer. That evening Alex stops
by the gym. He takes a tour and becomes a member.
In its simplest form, that is how a small business website should
work. The essential marketing elements were there. It had the right
information that allowed the site to appear in Google when Alex did
his search; it looked professional; it incorporated email marketing,
a blog, and social media; and it contained just the right amount
of information that helped Alex make a buying decision. That’s the
perfect small business website.
Let’s take just a little deeper step into what made their website so
effective.
1.

The website appeared in the search engines (Google, Yahoo!,
Bing, etc.). Seventy-eight percent of consumers now go
search for information online prior to making a purchase.
It’s a necessity to appear when consumers are searching
for your type of business.

2.

The website looked professional. Just as you wouldn’t want
a cheap-looking business card, brochure, or advertisement,
you don’t want an unprofessional website. More people will

NOTES
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visit your website than will ever walk into your business. Make
a good impression.
3.

The site had easy navigation. In our example, Alex didn’t have
to search deep inside the site to find what he wanted. It was
all there in front of him. When it comes to your website,
keeping things simple is crucial.

4.

The site had easy-to-read content. Everything about the web
copy was inviting and easy to understand.

5.

The site had a blog (this is where Alex found the fitness
tips). Now, don’t get freaked out when I say blog. If you have
any preconceived notions of what a blog is, let them go. A
blog for a small business is simply an area where you can
provide company news and tips about your industry. We’ll
discuss a few huge benefits of having a blog later.

6.

The site took advantage of YouTube by having a video tour of
their facility right on the home page.

7.

The gym’s Facebook page and the invitations on the site and
in their emails gave Alex the opportunity to become part of
the gym’s social media community.

8.

Finally, the site took advantage of the opportunity to stay in
touch with Alex via email.

NOTES

As we move forward, we’ll get into all the elements that will help you
have the perfect website. And these pieces of the puzzle will help
you no matter how you plan on getting your website online: doing
it yourself, hiring a freelancer, or working with a web development
firm. No matter which route you decide to choose, it’s important
that you know what should be part of your online presence.

4
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Knowing the essential elements of a small business website is now
more important than ever, yet it’s still probably the least understood
of all small business marketing strategies. In addition, understanding the key elements of your website will prevent you from being
ripped off or having an online presence that is only partially effective. We’ll help you understand it all. You, too, deserve the perfect
small business website.

NOTES
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chapter 2: ready. set. go.
LET’S GET ORGANIZED
The biggest thing you can do for yourself now and in the future in regard
to organization is to create three folders.
1.

Create a folder within your Documents folder on your computer
called, WEBSITE INFO (or whatever name you choose). Throughout
the process, you’ll be creating, collecting, and adding information
and files. You want to make sure they’re all stored (and can be easily backed up) in one location. Also, within this folder, create a text
or Word document (this will be your first document in your new
folder). We’ll be utilizing this new Word/text document as we move
forward to add the usernames and passwords you’ll inevitably be
creating through the process.

7
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Create a folder (or a new Label if you use Gmail) in your
email program called, WEBSITE INFO (or whatever name you
choose). As we work through the process, you will receive
emails regarding your new website. Save these emails in
your new WEBSITE INFO email folder. This way, all information regarding your new website will always be found in one
place in your email program.

3.

Get a small notebook, keep it near your computer, and dedicate it solely to information regarding your website. Use this
for your notes, ideas, and thoughts about your new website.
Use the inside cover or first page of this notebook to write
down usernames and passwords as we move through the
process. Now you’ll have this information here, as well as in
your WEBSITE INFO folder on your computer.

NOTES

2.
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Don’t skip this step of the process. In fact, stop reading here and
go do it now. Without these simple, but super-important organizational tools, you’ll end up making things much harder for yourself
as we move forward.
If you already have a website or have been working toward your
website, take the information you have now and incorporate it into
these new folders we’ve created.
Password Tip: So that you can stay consistent with your usernames
and passwords, use a combination of lower and
uppercase, as well as adding numbers and characters. This is good for security purposes, but it will
also help you not run into having to use different
usernames for different services/sites because
yours is already taken. Plan out a 6 to 8 character
username and password. For instance: Username:
gmuRRay31 and password: piTTsburgh!31.

BACK IT UP
When it comes to backing up your computer, I hope you can scare
yourself silly thinking of all you would lose if all your information
was suddenly…gone. And not just your business info, but all your
personal folders, files, and photos as well. So let’s create a simple
backup game plan that will provide peace of mind.
You’re going to want two backups. One locally and one online. If you
don’t have both, you’re not truly backed up.

NOTES
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Get in the habit of saving everything you do—whether it’s this project
or your kid’s photos—inside folders on your computer’s Documents/
My Documents folder.

Your Local Backup
Go to any electronics store and buy a USB backup storage drive.
(Get at least a 250 GB model.) Then, every week, copy your entire
Documents/My Document folder onto your new backup storage
drive. (Use the standard “drag and drop” method to copy the files.)
Every week you can replace what was there from the previous week.
You can keep this connected to your computer, put it in a drawer,
or hide it in a safe. But make sure you’re backing up every week.

NOTES

Your Online Backup
For around $50 a year, you can sign up for an amazing service at
http://www.carbonite.com. Once you’ve downloaded their software,
you can have your Documents/My Documents folder backed up
automatically to an online cloud. And because the software is always
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running in the background, your latest files/folders will always be
backing up automatically. Carbonite is real peace of mind for backing up. You have the security that if there is ever a fire, robbery,
or natural disaster that hits your home or office, you’ll always have
the ability to recover your files and folders online. (You can thank
me for this later.)

I realize this isn’t an exciting part of the process. But we just have too
much business and personal stuff on our computers these days to
lose. I can promise that eventually something bad will happen and
you’ll lose what’s on your computer. Backing up locally and online
will save you from a lot of heartache and headaches in the future.

YOUR WEB HOST
Your web host is also sometimes referred to as your server. It’s
the place where your web pages and files are located (i.e., hosted).
It took me a while to get my head around web hosting, so let me
give you an analogy.

NOTES
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Think about your office telephone service. If you have voicemail (rather
than a physical answering machine), your custom message (“Hi, this
is Gregg. I’m not able to take your call right now…”) is usually hosted
with your phone company. If you called my voicemail, you would hear
my message, but there’s not an actual answering machine at my
office. It’s sitting somewhere on a computer at the phone company.
Your website works much the same way. A third-party company
hosts the information that you create for your website and makes it
available for anyone else around the world to find, visit, and browse.

NOTES

There are hundreds of web hosting providers out there. Many
people use GoDaddy because that’s where many domain names are
purchased. But I find their constant up-selling annoying and their

12
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navigation/usability very confusing. I highly recommend another
large and reliable company, http://www.BlueHost.com, because it’s
inexpensive (less than $70 a year), it’s as user-friendly as anything
out there, and it’s been the most reliable for me. Most importantly,
they have excellent 24/7 phone support.
Every website needs a web host or server. Unless you have superprivacy reasons or heavy-duty software that runs off your website,
you don’t need your own dedicated server (which can be expensive
and a big headache). Hopefully you’ll be fine, like I am with my 50+
websites, to use a shared-hosting provider like BlueHost.
Before you move forward and sign up for your BlueHost account,
let’s go over domain names. We’ll be incorporating your domain
name into your new BlueHost account at the time you sign up.

YOUR DOMAIN NAME
Since this is the first section we discuss signing up for something,
I want you to keep in mind your organization. Make sure to keep all
relevant website addresses, usernames, and passwords in each
of your organization folders.
The obvious reason you need a domain name is so you can have a
professional website address. But the other big reason is because
you need a professional business email address. Using a Gmail,
Hotmail, or Yahoo email address is fine for personal use. But you
need a professional email address for business. Since we’re going
to be doing a lot of emailing through this process, let’s get your
domain name and hosting account set up, so we can get your new
email address as well.

NOTES
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Don’t Have a Domain Name?
Domain names have become as scarce as beachfront real estate.
No, they’re not expensive, but it is getting more difficult to find a
good one for your business.
Before we touch on how to register your domain name, let’s look at
some tips to follow about choosing the right one for your business.
U

The best scenario is to get the domain name that matches
your business name. Hopefully, it’s available. If it isn’t, consider
some subtle variation.
O

U

Don’t make your domain name too long. If your company name
is Benson, Jacobs, and Duffield Law Offices or Wooldridge and
Sons Heating and Cooling, you may be tempted to create one
long domain name. I would try to stay under 20-characters
for your domain name if possible. 15 or less is even better.
For these two examples, you may want to try something like
bjdlaw.com or wooldridgeandsons.com. Taking long business
names to shorter (or available) domain names can take some
thinking, so be sure to jot down plenty of ideas to choose from.

U

You may be tempted to use .biz, .net, .info, etc., domain name
extensions. I don’t recommend it. People are just too used to
using the .com domain name. The only exceptions are if you
qualify for an .edu or .org domain name. The only other exception

NOTES
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For instance, if your business name is Jake’s Bookstore
and jakesbookstore.com is not available, consider incorporating your local town/city/region into the name. For
instance, you might try jakesbookstorepa.com if you’re
located in Pennsylvania.

ready. set. go.

would be if you’re a B2B (business-to-business) company. If
so, you can consider using a .biz domain name. However,
just realize that many people will still make the mistake and
enter the .com extension by habit.
If you want to find out what domain names are available, you can
always go to GoDaddy.com and take a look. But don’t buy your
domain name at GoDaddy. We’re going to buy your domain name
from BlueHost.com, the same place where we will host your website. Once you’ve found the domain name you’re going to use, go to
BlueHost.com and click the Sign Up Now button. Enter your domain
name into the I Need a Domain Name field and go through the
sign up process. When you’re finished you’ll have both your domain
name and web hosting all ready to go.

NOTES
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Have a Domain Name, No Website, and No (@yourdomain
name) Business Email Address?
Many small business owners have previously purchased a domain
name, but have not done anything with it. If this is you, I want you to
transfer that domain name to http://www.bluehost.com. More on
how that’s done in a moment. I want your domain name at BlueHost
because we want the simplicity of having all your web stuff in one
place if at all possible.

NOTES

You can always keep your domain name at the place you registered
it (such as GoDaddy) and still use BlueHost as your web host (by
adding new DNS records—sounds harder than it is). But I think it’s
easier to have everything in one place.

16
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To Transfer Your Domain Name to BlueHost.com, do the following:
1.

Go to BlueHost.com to sign up for an account.

2.

Click the Sign Up Now button and enter your current domain
name in the I Have a Domain Name box.

Now your domain name should be in the process of being transferred to BlueHost.
If you need help, BlueHost’s 24/7 phone support can walk you
through the process of transferring your domain name. It should
be a pretty simple process.

Have a Domain Name, No Website, but Use a (@yourdomain
name) Business Email Address?
First, congratulations. Under this scenario, even though you don’t
have a website, you’re still using a professional business email
address that uses your domain name. (I see this sometimes.) If this
is you, don’t do anything yet with transferring your domain name to
BlueHost. That’s because it will mess up your email.
If you’re fine with how you get your email now and your domain name
is registered with someone other than BlueHost, keep things as they
are. Set up a hosting account with BlueHost and just use DNS settings to point your domain name from where it is now to BlueHost.
Please contact BlueHost, tell them your situation and have them
walk you through the DNS forwarding process. If you find this is
over your head (it’s not as hard as it sounds), wait until you read
the “Finding Help” section so we can get someone to help you. The
bottom line: Make sure you explain to BlueHost that you want them

NOTES
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to host your website, but you don’t want to mess up your email
account with your current provider.

Have a Domain Name and a Current Website as well?
If this is you, and you’re perfectly fine with your web hosting provider,
you can move on. However, if you’re not happy with your current
situation and you want to move to the convenience of BlueHost,
then call the folks at BlueHost and let them know you already
have a website (and email if you have it) hosted elsewhere and you
want to bring everything to BlueHost. They’ll walk you through the
process. If you find this is over your head, wait until you read the
“Finding Help” section so we can get someone to help you out. The
bottom line is that we don’t want to do anything that’s going to
create any considerable downtime or screw-ups with your current website or email.

YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS
If you already have a professional (@yourdomainname) email address
or if you‘ve gone through the process of setting up a new web host
account with BlueHost, it’s time to talk about your email address
and accessing your email.
First, if you did not have an email address and your new BlueHost
account is set up, go get yourself a new business email address.

NOTES

Once you’re logged in, go to the control panel and click the Email
icon in the middle of the page. From here, it’s super easy to create an email address for yourself. If you have any problem, contact
BlueHost and they’ll help you.
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Now Comes the Big Question: How Do You Want to Get
Your Business Email?
There are a lot of variations of how this could happen. The only
thing I don’t recommend is getting it directly through what’s called
WebMail. This is where you log in to BlueHost (or any web host)
and get your email directly from their server. The two big reasons
are because there aren’t enough options and incoming SPAM is
often a problem.
Many small business owners are used to using a desktop email
program such as Outlook. If you fall into this category and like it,
stay with it. You can contact BlueHost and get the POP settings
you need to receive your new business email through your current

NOTES
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desktop program. You can also use the same POP settings to get
your new business email onto your iPhone, Blackberry, or mobile
phone.
Many other small business people don’t use a desktop email program, but get their email through an online provider like Gmail,
Yahoo!, Hotmail, or their current ISP (Internet service provider,
such as Verizon or Comcast). If this is you, the simplest thing to
do right now is to click the Email Forwarder icon in your BlueHost
control panel and have your business email forwarded to your current personal/nonprofessional email address.
U

The good news is that you can now give out your new business
email address and always receive email that people send you
because it will be forwarded to your personal email account
(@gmail, @yahoo, etc.).

U

The bad news is that the emails you send people or emails
you reply to will still show as coming from your personal email
address (@gmail, @yahoo, etc.).

NOTES

Recommended
If you want the professional look of your email being sent from your
business email address, consider what I use: Google Apps, which
includes an email application. More to come on Google Apps.

20

chapter 3: meet wordpress and
google apps
WORDPRESS: YOUR WEBSITE PLATFORM
Your website platform is the software/program/service that your site
is created and managed on. There are a handful of valid alternatives to
choose from. Let me touch on a few of them, then give you my recommendation for moving forward.

Online Build-Your-Own-Website Solutions
There are many turn-key services out there that will allow you to “build your
own professional website in minutes” (HA!). Don’t go there. Your limitations
are many, your growth is stifled, and your site will always look amateurish. Website Blueprint will take you to the next level. You don’t need to
go with one of these build-your-own solutions. However, if you have little
or no money to invest in your web presence or you’re locked into some
type of contract with one of these companies and can’t get out, be sure
to take advantage of all the other tips and guidance provided here. Then,
when you can, move on to our recommended website platform solution
(recommendation coming up).
Websites Built with HTML/CSS
HTML stands for hypertext markup language and CSS stands for cascading style sheets. (No, that’s not really important. Just thought you’d like
to know.) This is one of the simplest forms of website creation. Nearly all
web designers can create and manage websites in HTML and CSS. That’s
a good thing.
But HTML/CSS websites have their limitations, the biggest being that
they’re not built on a content management system (CMS). This means it
21
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can be messy for you to make your own additions or changes to
the text of your web pages without the help of a pro. You may not
think that’s a big thing, but you don’t want to be charged for simple
updates such as changing a phone number on the contact page
or some text on your home page. Many small business websites
built in the late ’90s and first half of the 2000s were created with
HTML/CSS.

Websites Built on a Content Management System (CMS)
CMS websites still have HTML/CSS, but are also built with additional programming languages, such as PHP (a website development
scripting language that produces dynamic web pages). CMS websites
with PHP are the here-and-now. Will they look different to your end
user? Probably not. Do they have benefits worth considering? You
bet. Besides having a CMS built into their design (which eliminates
the need for you to pay a pro to take care of minor changes), they
can also serve as your blog as well. (Much more on blogs later—yes,
you want one.) This is a huge advantage. With a website built from
a CMS, your blog and website are one in the same.

NOTES

Two of the more robust CMS solutions that are used by many website developers are Drupal and Joomla. These may be legitimate
alternatives for you if there is a person you can find locally who can
create and/or be of assistance to you with either of those platforms.
(And yes, I recommend local help whenever possible—more on that
later.) The biggest drawback to Drupal and Joomla is that they are
higher-end, and it isn’t as easy as my recommendation (below) for
getting assistance. However, there’s not much a business can’t do
with a website built off either of these two platforms.
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My Recommendation: WordPress
WordPress is the current CMS website standard for convenience,
cost, and accessibility for small business websites. It’s free (also
known as open-source). Because it’s so widely used, there are a
lot of web designers and developers out there who can help you,
and it’s super-simple for you to make text updates and add and
manage content on your blog, as well. The
WordPress community also provides hunWordPress is
dreds and hundreds of plug-ins (widgets
the current CMS
that do things) that make it simple to grow
website standard
your website, including plug-ins for contact
for convenience,
cost, and
forms, eCommerce solutions, web stats,
accessibility
for
and much more.
small business
websites.

As we move through this process, nearly
all of the advice I provide can be used for
any website platform you choose. But you’ll notice I give some
extra focus to WordPress since it’s my recommendation and most
logical all-in-one solution for most small business owners.

YOUR GOOGLE APPS ACCOUNT
I’m amazed at the free tools Google provides to small business owners for their websites. There’s no doubt that small business owners
need a lot of help creating and maintaining a successful website.
Thankfully, Google has these amazing free tools and resources (many
which I use on my own website and my client websites).
If you took care of getting your own domain name and professional
email address (@yourdomainname.com), we can get started setting
up your Google account. If you did not set up your domain name

NOTES
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and business email address, go do that now and come back here
when you’re done.

You’re going to want to incorporate all the Google tools I recommend
below. But Step One is to get a Google Apps account.

NOTES

Google Apps gives you access to all of Google’s tools. In addition,
it also provides you access to one big extra: the ability to get your
business email through the Google interface. This is a really big
advantage because you can retrieve your business email from anywhere you can get online (in addition to your mobile phone). And
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the Google Apps email features are amazing! (You know this if you
use Gmail already.)
If you use Gmail for Business for your email, you’ll love it. It includes
an amazing SPAM filter, remarkable search feature, super-convenient
email filtering and labeling (great for organization), and a ton of
storage space so you don’t have to worry about deleting emails or
email attachments. Plus, you can still use your desktop program
to back up your email locally (and having backups is always good).
If you’re a small business owner with only one (or just a few) company
email addresses, I recommend you pay $50 a year (they charge
per email address) for a Premium Apps Service. You get even more
space to store emails (even though you probably won’t need it).
But the biggest advantage is that, unlike the standard/base-level
account, you can actually speak to a support representative at
Google if you have a problem. That’s because the Premium Apps
Service comes with 24/7 phone and email support for critical issues.
This is something you can’t do with any standard Google service,
which only allows you to post your question or problem in a forum
and wait for Google to—hopefully!—reply. Funny thing is, I’ve never
had to use their phone or email support, but it allows me to sleep
better knowing it’s there.
You can sign up for the Premium Apps service here: http://www.
google.com/apps/intl/en/business/index.html.
You can sign up for the standard option (no phone support) here:
http://www.google.com/apps/intl/en/group/index.html.

NOTES
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There are also Google Apps options for educational, nonprofits, and
government organizations. Here are the links in case your business
falls into either of these categories.
U

Educational:
http://www.google.com/a/help/intl/en/edu/index.html

U

Nonprofits:
http://www.google.com/apps/intl/en/nonprofit/index.html

U

Government:
http://www.google.com/apps/intl/en/government/
index.html

Free Google Apps Tools
Gmail for Business
http://www.google.com/apps/intl/en/business/gmail.html
Allows you to use your own @yourdomainname.com email
address for any time, anywhere access. You can get your
email from your desk, on the road, at home, and on your
mobile phone (including your Blackberry or iPhone). Even
when you’re offline, 25 gb of storage per email address (50
times the industry average), powerful spam filtering, Outlook
sync/synergy, great search, labels, and filter features, 99.9%
uptime, IM (instant messaging), and voice/video chat.

Google Places
http://google.com/places

NOTES

Ever notice when you do a search that a map sometimes
appears at the top of the page with local businesses? This is
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how to make that happen. You can create a business listing
that displays your address/location, a link to your website,
as well as your phone number, hours of operation, coupons,
photos, videos, and more. Very helpful for Google visibility
and your SEO (search engine optimization) strategy.

Google Analytics
http://www.google.com/analytics
This is how you get amazing free web stats. You get a piece
of HTML code that’s inserted into your web pages. Within
days you can have access to insightful reports that give you
detailed information about your website traffic and visitors.
More on this later.

Webmaster Central
http://www.google.com/webmasters
A great tool that will help improve your site’s visibility online.
It can also show you other websites that link to yours, as well
as dead links and “pages not found” on your website.

YouTube (yep, Google owns it)
http://www.youtube.com
If you want to have video on your website, this is the best
way to do it if you want to keep things simple for yourself.
More on this later.

Google Site Search
http://www.google.com/sitesearch

NOTES
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If you have a site with at least 20 pages, you may want to
have a search box on your site so visitors can easily find
information.

Feedburner
http://feedburner.google.com
Without getting too far in the weeds, Feedburner is used
to distribute information from your website’s blog. More on
this later.

AdWords
http://adwords.google.com
Ever notice the Sponsor Ads on Google? They’re the ones
that are highlighted on the right side (and sometimes top) of
search results. These are Google AdWords ads. After you’ve
maximized your website’s natural/organic/free SEO (much
more on SEO later), you may want to look into buying some
Google ads. This can be costly if you don’t know what you’re
doing, so get started with the AdWords for Dummies book.
More on this later.
Here are a few non-website related free Google services that I use
that you may find helpful:

Google Reader
http://google.com/reader

NOTES

I add sites that I like and Google Reader accumulates those
sites’ new blog posts so that I can access them in one place.
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Google Voice
http://google.com/voice
If you’re on the road, you can get a central phone number
that can route your calls, send you voicemail transcriptions,
and more. Great for solopreneurs.

Google Docs
http://docs.google.com
Web-based word-processor, spreadsheet, and presentation
applications (similar to Word, Excel, and PowerPoint).

NOTES
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CHOICES-CHOICES-CHOICES
I had some big questions when I was putting my own small business online:
U

How am I going to do this?

U

Where do I start?

U

Who do I call?

U

How much will this cost?

No doubt you have many of the same questions.
When I started my online career, I had no clue as to the technical or
marketing sides of having a successful online presence. So I just dove in
head first. And let me tell you, it was a never-ending process. I bring this
up because I don’t think you’re in the same position I was in. I was able to
dedicate 100% of my time to creating a professional web presence, and
it took me years to get things done right. Worse than that, it took years
to figure out what I was doing wrong. I don’t want you to suffer like I did.
That’s why I created Website Blueprint.
You have a few options when it comes to creating, recreating, or improving your small business website. Let’s take a look at each of them.

Do It Yourself?
If you plan to create or recreate your online presence alone, then my heart
goes out to you. It is a time-consuming, frustrating, and costly investment.
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The primary investment is time, both yours and your family’s. When
you try to go it alone, it will take up nearly all the time you spend
doing the things you love, whether that’s
time with your family, golfing, shopping, or
Yes, you can save
relaxing with friends.
dollars. That is,
unless you consider
your time worth
something.

Yes, you can save dollars. That is, unless
you consider your time worth something.
When you add those hours up, you’re spending a lot of sweat equity doing it yourself. I
think it is possible to learn what you need to know about web marketing (which is how to attract, persuade, and build business with
your web presence) in a few months of heavy study. But creating
your website is a beast. And if you do try, you’ll never have a finished
website that is professional enough to represent your business.

Hire a Freelancer?
If you can find a good web design/web developer freelancer (independent contractor) you should be able to make it through the
process of getting a solid website online without losing your mind.
But, of course, there’s an investment involved: $500 to $5,000,
or more, depending on who you find and what you need.

NOTES

If you go this route, what you’ll hopefully end up with is a professional, 5 to 15 page online business brochure. That’s okay for starters, because your website can grow with you and your business.
However, you’re still going to need to understand the marketing
behind your website.
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Full-Service Web Firm/Agency?
If you can go this route, congratulations. Your business should end
up with a great web presence, and you’re going to save yourself
both time and frustration. But can you afford it? There are great
design firms in most mid-sized and larger markets. I have no doubt
if money weren’t an obstacle, you could set up an appointment with
a full-service web firm/agency and have them take care of (nearly)
everything for you. If you’ve got the cash, you’re good to go. It will
probably cost you $5,000 to $15,000, or more.
Finding an agency is as simple as doing a Google search for “web
design *your town/city*.” After all, if they don’t appear on the first
page of Google for that search term, then they’re probably going
to be useless to you in regard to implementing any search engine
optimization (SEO) on your website. I know you may be tempted to
go to the Yellow Pages, but don’t. Appearing on the first page of
Google (and preferably in the first few listings) is their first test for
getting your business.
Regardless of whether you work with a freelancer or a full-service
firm, there are still elements of web marketing you’re going to want
to understand yourself. With a freelancer, you’ll probably have to
know it all when it comes to web marketing, so you can tell them
what you want. But with a full-service agency, you’ll probably only
have to understand web marketing, not know it thoroughly. There’s
a big difference. A basic understanding of SEO, email marketing,
blogging, social media, and online marketing is crucial no matter
how you decide to move forward. Don’t worry, there’s much more
on web marketing coming later.

NOTES
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So, what direction are you going to go?
The bottom line is the biggest reality check: You’re going to need help.
My recommendation (unless you have very deep pockets) is to
work with a freelancer on the design and development of your
website and take the time to at least understand the web marketing techniques we’ll discuss later. This way, you can get your
website online and incorporate and manage the web marketing
side of things as you go.
Finding a reliable and professional freelancer can be tough. Here
are a few ways to locate one:
If you can find someone locally who you’re comfortable with,
use them. It’s always better to have local help.

2.

Ask around. But remember, whoever you find has to pass
your quality smell test.

3.

Do a good search for “web design *your town/city*.” Maybe
there is a small design shop or solo-entrepreneur locally who
can help you at a price close to a freelancer.

4.

Contact your local colleges. Find out if there are any working
students who are talented and already taking on clients.

5.

Look online, including http://www.craigslist.com, http://
www.guru.com, http://www.odesk.com, and http://www.
elance.com (my favorite).

6.

Wherever you purchase your website theme/template (more
on this later), find out if they can recommend anyone to help
you customize your new website look.

NOTES
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Hopefully, your search will find you a few good freelance designers
to talk to. Your next step is going to be to find the highest-quality
help at the best possible price. Following are some rules you’ll want
to follow as you move forward:
1.

Once you’ve provided your project description, you’re going
to want to get a price quote. Whatever they say, be safe
and add 50%. Trust me. There will be changes and additions that you can’t predict, and you need to be prepared
for your bill to jump. Your designer/developer doesn’t need

NOTES
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to know you’re adding this into your budget, but you need
to be prepared to pay it.
Only hire someone you are sure is a pro. If you can’t be sure,
you can’t move forward. And that goes for family, friends,
and the nephew of one of your customers.

3.

When you’re reviewing candidates, pay the most attention
to their own website. If their website is not as good as what
you want for yourself, they’re out.

4.

Visit the websites in their portfolio. If those portfolio websites
are not of the quality you expect for your website, walk away.
After all, it is supposed to be their best work.

5.

If a candidate’s own website and portfolio websites pass your
test, you will want to touch base with at least three of their
customers. If they can’t give you three or you don’t get a
good vibe from any of the three you communicate with, the
candidate is out.

6.

Get the phone number of the person you’re considering working with. If they won’t communicate with you when needed
by phone, that’s a deal-breaker. If you speak with them and
feel good about them, and they pass the rest of your quality
smell tests, you may have a winner.

7.

A big bonus if you’re working with someone out of town is if
they are willing to do a couple web-calls via a screen-sharing
program (such as gotomeeting.com). Communication is
essential through the process, especially at the beginning
and end. There are going to be stages in the development of
your website when you’re going to want to make minor adjustments to get your site just right. Having a screen-sharing

NOTES
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session (where you can see them make tweaks from your
computer screen) can really save you time and headaches.
If the person you’re working with fails during the process or leaves
your website a bit short of what you’re looking for in the end, you
can always find someone else to help you clean things up. This has
happened to me several times. I may have paid for some work to
be done, but in the end, the person couldn’t finish the job the way I
wanted. I didn’t panic. I just punted by paying them what they were
owed and found someone else to help me finish the work. Just be
sure you have ownership of the work they’ve completed (put it in
your contract).

Your Website Project Description
You’re going to want a project description for the work you want
to have done. If you’re going to find help online by posting a job at
elance.com, odesk.com, or guru.com, you’ll have to have your project description ready. Even if you’re trying to find someone locally,
you’ll want to email them your job description at the beginning of the
consideration process. This way, you and the developer/designer
will be on the right page from the beginning.
Here’s a project description template you can use. Customize it so
it is relevant and precisely fits your needs (and you do want to be
as precise as possible). There will be some items below that we
have not discussed, but don’t worry, we’ll be addressing them all
as we move forward.

Need Customization for a New WordPress Website/Blog
I am looking for someone to help me customize a new website/
blog using WordPress. Here is what I’m looking for:

NOTES
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1.

I have purchased a WordPress theme from [the place where
it was purchased] and need it customized to my needs. Here
is a link to the theme I’ve purchased [provide link to the theme
you purchased].

2.

I want to change the following elements of this new theme.
[List things you know you’ll want changed: images, colors,
location of items, page names, text to be added, etc.]

3.

I need someone who can do all the work getting the website
up on my web host, http://www.bluehost.com. That includes
installing and uploading WordPress files, and setting up my
database.

4.

I need to add an email marketing sign up form in a widget,
Google Analytics code, my FeedBurner RSS information,
and anything needed to utilize my Google Webmaster Tools
account.

5.

I will provide the page names and website text that you can
paste into my individual web pages.

6.

I need to know that I can speak with the person I am hiring
by phone prior to and during the process, as needed.

7.

I need to know that if needed, we can do screen-sharing sessions to communicate more efficiently through the process.

8.

I need to know that you will make sure that I can make minor
revisions through the process until the job is complete.

9.

Please provide references and links to other WordPress
sites you’ve done.

NOTES

Finding the right help is the most crucial element of the process.
This is what gets everything up and off the ground for you. Keep
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looking if you don’t think you have a good match. I’m not going to
say that finding the right web design/developer is as important
as finding the right spouse, but during the time you have to work
with them it might be. Do everything possible to get it right the
first time.

WORKING WITH YOUR WEB DEVELOPER
While you’re finding the right person to develop your new website,
it’s very important that you have some tips and techniques on
how to work well with them. Some (okay, more than some) web
developers are on the geeky side and don’t
play well with clients who aren’t prepared
While you’re finding
or who drive them crazy. (Sorry to those
the right person to
offended—it’s experience talking.)
develop your new
It is your responsibility to make sure you’re
as prepared as possible and that you make
life easy for your web developer through the
process. This will keep the work moving as
smoothly as possible, keep friction down,
and keep your final bill lower as well.

website, it’s very
important that you
have some tips
and techniques
on how to work
well with them.

The first thing to keep in mind, regardless of whether you’re working with a high-end agency, a friend of a friend, or someone you’ve
found on elance.com, is to get all your ducks in a row before starting. And especially remember; do not wear your web developer
out with small things through the process. You’re going to want
to develop a real partnership with whoever is helping you, and the
fewer headaches you create for them, the fewer they’ll (hopefully)
create for you.

NOTES
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Provide Them as Much Information as Possible to Get Rolling
U Print out a copy of your new website theme, and mark up all
the visual changes you want with a Sharpie. There may be a
lot of arrows and chicken scratch on the pages you’re sending them, so keep it all as clean and easy to understand as
possible. Once you’ve given it your first couple run-throughs,
you may want to reprint the original again and make it as
neat as possible.
U

Create a Word document and type out the copy/text that you
want on each page of your website (more on website copy
later). You’ll want to email them that document. I hope they
know not to just copy your text from the Word doc to your
web pages (because it can leave unintended code under the
hood of your website). You may want to give them a friendly
reminder for them to run your text through a simple text
editor before they copy it to your website pages.

U

Provide them all of your usernames and passwords for items
related to your website (Google account, BlueHost login, FTP
info from BlueHost, WordPress account, etc.).

U

Provide them all the images you want to add to the website.
If there are a lot and you can’t mail them in a zip folder, use
the free service from a provider like http://www.free.mail
bigfile.com.

NOTES

The bottom line is that you need to save your website designer/
developer as much time and effort as possible. Let them know how
you plan on providing them the information they’ll need and ask if
there is anything you can do to make the process easier on them.
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They’ll appreciate it, and you’ll have a better working relationship
in the long run.
After they have everything it appears they need, step back and let
them work. If the developer asks for a new item in the process,
get it to them quickly. Don’t try to sneak a peak at what they’ve
done until they tell you it’s ready. Creating a website is like making
sausage. The process can be ugly and you don’t want to look until
it’s finished.
Once your developer/designer has finished your work, it’s time to
start adjusting. Spend a couple days with what they’ve done and
make meticulous, easy-to-understand notes on revisions and adjustments. Once you’ve reviewed and slept on it—and reviewed it again
and slept on it again—you can send the developer the adjustments
you want.
This is where things start to get a bit dicey. You probably only
have one more set of revisions until you’ll begin to get charged for
the extra work. So be sure you’re taking your time and getting all
the changes made in big chunks. It’s when you keep going back
and saying, “Change this…. Change that…. Change this,” that it
becomes impossible for your developer not to start charging you
for adjustments.
If you find at this stage that things are not getting completed the
way you want, it may be time to pay for the work that has been
done and move on. This is a brutal reality, but it’s one you may
face. Don’t freak out. Most web designers and developers have
their specialties and with them come limitations. If you’ve chosen a
budget-freelancer to do work for you, their skills may not be able to

NOTES
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pull off everything you want. This is the price you pay for not being
able to afford a high-end agency or designer.

NOTES

Remember: Be certain in your agreement that you get access to
all files and finished work that has been paid for.
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SELECTING YOUR WEBSITE/BLOG THEME
Picking out the look and style (theme) for your website can be one of the
most exciting steps in creating or recreating your new online presence.
And here’s even more good news: You don’t need to have someone build
it from scratch. In fact, there are hundreds of themes out there for you
to choose from. Many are free and even the higher-end themes cost less
than $100 (a great investment). Keep reading for a list of places to find
your website WordPress theme.
Once you’ve picked a theme, you can decide which elements you’d like to
change (colors, images, etc.), so the theme becomes the base layout for
a site that you can make your own. For almost 10 years I’ve worked on
nearly 100 websites and have visited thousands more. And there’s not
more than a handful of times that I’ve looked at a website and realized I
had seen that “look” on another company’s website. The point I’m making
is that once you’ve had your website theme customized, it’s not going to
look exactly the way it did coming off the shelf.
As I mentioned early on, one of the great benefits of using WordPress is
that your website will also serve as your blog (it’s an all-in-one solution). We’ll
get into blogs later, but I just wanted you to recognize that while you’re
searching for your new theme, if you see an alarming number of mentions
about a blog, don’t sweat it. In fact, you’ll probably find that some WordPress
themes will display a blog on the home page and some theme home pages
look like traditional home pages. The good news is that when you’re getting
started, including a blog is completely optional—with just a simple click of
the mouse. I would guess that most small business owners like yourself will
have a traditional home page and your blog on its own page within your site.
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Here are a few of my favorite places to find your new WordPress
website theme:
U Woo-Themes: http://www.woothemes.com

NOTES

U
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Studio Press: http://www.studiopress.com
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U

Perfectory: http://www.perfectory.com (search WordPress
themes)

U

Thesis: http://www.diythemes.com

NOTES
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U

You can also Google “WordPress Themes” and find many,
many others. In fact, there are even WordPress themes
focusing on certain business categories. Just add your
business category into your Google search. Such as “lawyer
wordpress themes,” “photographer wordpress themes,” or
even “tanning salon wordpress themes.”

U

There are lots (and I mean, lots) of free WordPress themes
available from the WordPress community at http://wordpress
.org/extend/themes.

TIP:

As you’re searching for your theme, save the links to the
theme pages so you can compare all your finalists toward
the end of your search. I like creating a special folder within
my browser’s bookmark folder. You can also open and save
a Word doc in your WEBSITE INFO folder and copy and paste
the links there for later review.

If in the end, you just can’t choose between a couple of themes,
share them with your web developer/designer. He or she may prefer
to work with one or the other or may be able to recommend one
based on experience.

NOTES

Images/Graphics
After you’ve selected your theme, you’re probably going to want to
switch out its images. For instance, you may be an accountant, but
the theme you fall in love with might be for a dentist. No problem.
You can find new, low cost images at http://www.istockphoto.com.
This is where I get my images. Their interface is simple to use and
their images are inexpensive. Win-win.
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After you’ve picked out or purchased your theme and any new
images, remember to save them in your WEBSITE INFO folder. Also,
remember to save any new usernames/passwords created in your
notebook, in the Word doc for such information in your folder, and
save any email confirmation or receipts in your WEBSITE INFO folder
or label in your email program.

LAYOUT AND DESIGN TIPS
When it comes to the layout and design of your website, the hardest part is to keep things simple. Keeping things simple will save
you time, stress, and money. Sound like a good idea?
Whether you’re creating your first website or dumping your current
site for a new one, you’ll want to always remember three words:
1.

Simple

NOTES
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2.

Clean

3.

Inviting

This is surprisingly difficult, because our tendency is to put more
stuff on our websites than necessary.
A website with a clean design and simple navigation will always be
more user-friendly and provide you the safest (and least expensive)
solution to the web-building process. Your goal is to have an online
presence that is both professional and effective. And you can do
that best by keeping things simple.
Only provide enough content within your website to help move your
visitor to becoming a customer. That may be buying a product,
picking up the phone, visiting you, or simply signing up to become
part of your email list. Most small business owners want to say
too much on their website. We want to explain too much. We
want to show too much. We want to wow too much. Avoid this
temptation.
Another reason to keep it simple is because of the short amount of
time that visitors will spend on your website. And that time is most
often measured in seconds, not minutes. Most people will come to
your site for some specific piece of information they will take and
then move on. Keeping things simple gives you the best opportunity
to move your visitor a step closer to becoming a customer.

NOTES

As you’re creating the content for your new website, always remember to think like those who will be visiting. It’s so easy to fall into
that bottomless pit of thinking about all the things you want online.
Don’t fall into that trap. Think about what your current and potential
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customers really want from your website. Then, give them that and
nothing else.
One great way to get into that think-like-them mentality is to browse
other websites in your field in other towns and cities. As you browse
these sites, pay attention to the content and ease-of-use on the
site. Would you be proud if their website were yours? What on their
site would entice a potential customer to call or visit you? Consider
everything you like and dislike.
Wait! Are you still thinking like the customer? Okay, just checking.
Now ask yourself again: If I were a potential customer, what information would I want? Note which websites provide this information
and which ones don’t. After you have browsed a bunch of websites
in your industry from the customer’s perspective, you’ll have a
much better idea of what customers will want when they visit your
website in the future.

Here are some more tips to remember when it comes to
the layout and design of your web presence:
U

Don’t do anything with your website that will make it look busy
or overwhelming. Keep it eye pleasing, with plenty of white
space (that just means things are not crowded together).

U

Maintain a gentle balance of images and text.

U

Don’t junk it up. (If it seems I keep making the same point
over and over in different ways, I am. I just want you to know
how important it is to keep the look of your website clean
and simple.)

NOTES
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U

Maintain easy-to-follow navigation. Primary page links should
be visible in the navigation bar throughout your website to
give any visitor easy (and understandable) access to wherever
they want to go.

U

Test this once your website is complete. Have the most
Internet-challenged person you know go to your website and
ask them to find specific information. If they can’t find the
information in seconds, you need to simplify your navigation.

U

Most likely the fonts (what your text looks like) will be just fine
based on the theme you’ve selected. But if you do decide to
use a different font for your text, keep it consistent throughout your site and only use one if at all possible (though, it
is okay to use a second font for headings). Here are some
of the best fonts that are web-ready and look the same on
everyone’s browsers.
This is what Arial looks like.
This is what Verdana looks like.
This is what Tahoma looks like.
This is what Times New Roman looks like.
This is what Garamond looks like.

How many pages should you have?
I bet you can guess my answer: “as few as possible.” The key is to
provide the fewest number of pages while providing visitors the
information they need.

NOTES

If you have links to special information or documents, find appropriate
spaces within your pages so they are easy for your visitors to find.
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Here are some of the pages to include. By reviewing other websites,
you may find others that are appropriate for you.
U

Home

U

Contact (include hours, phone number, email, contact form,
and address with a Google map link)

U

Blog (can be also called News, Tips, etc.)

U

Services and/or Products (can contain links or drop-down
menu with details on Services/Products you provide)

U

Testimonials

U

About Us (always good to share a little about yourself/
company)

U

FAQ (always helpful)

TIP:

Remember to include two lines of information at the bottom
of every page (your “footer”): one with links to your primary
web pages (Home, About, Contact, etc.), and one with your
copyright information, your phone number, and your physical
business address (having your address visible at the bottom
of every page will help boost your Google SEO ranking).

WEBSITE COPY: WORDS THAT SELL
Before you begin writing the information for each of your web
pages, think about what you want to say and convey. You know
your customers better than I do. When you write, write for one of
them. Not all of them, one of them. When you’re typing out simple,

NOTES
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conversational copy that’s written for an individual you can visualize,
you’ll produce a web page worth reading.
Writing great copy for your website is a skill that deserves special attention. The web is a very personal medium that calls for a
unique brand of writing skills. I can sum it up in two words, short
and conversational.

Short
The wording for your website should be short. Short sentences,
short paragraphs, and short bullet points. It’s hard to keep the
attention of website visitors. If they feel
they cannot digest the information on your
The wording for
web page quickly, they’ll move on.
your website should
be short. Short
sentences, short
paragraphs, and
short bullet points.

Conversational
The words on your website should be conversational. People are attracted to a more
personal writing style. You want to convey
your information in a conversational tone
on the web, while still being persuasive where appropriate. When
you’re writing web copy, write as if you’re speaking to someone
standing in front of you.
Here are some things to keep in mind when writing your website copy.
Avoid over pitching your product or service. (You’re better
off explaining what you do or what you sell.)

U

DON’T USE ALL CAPS TO GET A POINT ACROSS.

U

Don’t use exclamation points!!!

NOTES

U
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U

Stay away from clichés.

U

Avoid over-used, hype-filled words.

U

Avoid long paragraphs.

U

When you mention a feature, be sure to connect a benefit
your visitor will recognize.

U

Remember to use short sentences, short paragraphs, and
bullet points.

U

Remember to keep your copy conversational.

There’s a fun little free web tool that will let you know if you’ve got
too much gobbledygook on your web pages. Visit http://gobbledy
gook.grader.com.

NOTES
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THE POWER OF SEO
One day soon your new website will be up and running. But how are you
going to drive people to it? There are two ways to get traffic to your website: promote it (which we’ll cover later) or get it to show up in search
engines, such as Google. This is where SEO comes into play.
SEO stands for search engine optimization. It’s the process of optimizing
your web pages so when someone does a Google search relevant to your
business, a headline/title, description, and link to your website appears
as high as possible on the first page of the search engine results page
(SERP). Although Google is the giant when it comes to search, there are
other search engines that people use, such as Yahoo and Bing. The good
news is that when you optimize your website to appear in Google, those
same techniques will serve you well for any other search engine that
someone might use.
Google and the Yellow Pages phone book have been in a battle to see
what resource is used most often by consumers searching for a local
product or service. However, in the long run, Yellow Pages just doesn’t
stand a chance. The fact is, when you and I need a product or service,
whether it’s a nationally known product or a local garage door installation
company, more and more we’re doing a Google search first. As a small
business owner, you’ve long known of the importance (and expense) of a
Yellow Page listing. Now, it’s time to take advantage of Google search.
(And it doesn’t have to cost you a dime.)
Despite all the hype, there are only a handful of things you can do with
your website to give it search engine juice (step-by-step SEO advice coming
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up). After that, it’s up to the algorithms (mathematical equations)
that the search engines have in place that will or won’t get your
website to the top of the search results.
There is one lucky combination when it comes to getting your website
on the first page of Google’s search results. That is the competitive
nature of your business and where you’re located. For instance, if
you own an auto body shop in Los Angeles, it’s going to take some
serious time and skills to get your site to appear high in Google. But
if you’re a tanning salon in Poughkeepsie, New York, or a cosmetic
surgeon in Roanoke, Virginia, not much stands in the way of your
getting on top of relevant Google searches in your area.

How Do Search Engines Work?
In their simplest form, search engines like Google analyze the HTML
code of your website and store that data on their mega-servers.
When someone makes a search inquiry that’s relevant to the
HTML content of your web page, a link to your website will appear
in Google’s search results. The good news is that you don’t have to
mess with the HTML code of your web pages. You can work on the
front-end (much like typing on a Word document) of your web pages
and that information will be seen “under the hood” in your HTML.
To view any web page’s HTML code (so you can see what Google
sees), go to View > Source Code in your web browser’s menu bar.

NOTES

There are many reputable SEO professionals who will charge you
to do the work that can get you ranked with Google. (I’m one of
them if you end up needing my help.) While many SEO specialists
are amazingly helpful, others use “black-hat” techniques that can
get your website banned from Google (and that would be a disaster
for your online presence).
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How can you tell the difference? If an SEO person makes outrageous
claims about what they’ll do for you, walk away. If you need SEO help,
only work with companies from whom you can get references and
real-world examples of success. The other way you know a good
SEO professional is to Google “SEO” and “*your city/town name*.” If
the SEO firm you plan to work with ranks on the first page of your
search result, they obviously know what they’re doing.

STEP-BY-STEP SEO
Although there are dozens of things you can do to improve the SEO
of your website, there are only a handful of techniques you need to
be concerned with as a small business owner. The universal 80/20
rule applies to SEO as well:
80% of the SEO benefits you can receive will come from 20% of
the things you can do to make your website appear higher
in Google.

NOTES
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Before we get into some of the nuts and bolts of things to do on
your web page to make SEO improvements, here are a few things
you can do that don’t involve the minutia of page titles and metadescriptions (don’t be confused, we’ll get there in a minute).
1.

Submit your website to Google.
Once your website is up and running, you want it to be noticed
by Google. Even though many feel it’s not necessary, I just
think it’s good karma to let Google know your website is now
online. You can add your URL (website address) to Google
here: http://www.google.com/addurl.

2.

Add your business and website to Google Places, which will
feature your business on Google Maps.

NOTES

Earlier we set up your Google Apps account. One of the very
important tools Google allows you to access is Google Places
to add your business to their local maps. This is one of those
super-important things you can do to be seen on Google. If
you’ve ever noticed all the local businesses that appear (as
well as a map with A, B, C, etc., pins in it) when you do a
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Google search, you’ll know they’ve submitted their information
via Google Places. Once you’ve logged in (using your Google
username/password), you can create a business listing that
displays your address/location, a link to your website, as well
as your phone number, hours of operation, coupons, photos,
videos, and more. This is crucial for your visibility in Google.
You don’t even have to wait for your website to be done to
get started. Visit http://google.com/places.
3.

Incorporate Google Webmaster Central.
This is another free tool you get with your Google Apps
account. Its biggest advantage is something that you don’t
see, but Google pays a lot of attention to: a site map that
Google creates for your website. When I mention site map
you may be thinking of a web page you’ve come across
before that shows a tree-style layout with links/branches
representing all the pages of a site. That’s not what this is.
The site map you get from Google Webmaster Central is
something that only Google sees, but can play an important
role in your SEO strategy.
You may need some help from your web person with this,
because to put this resource in effect, Google will ask you
to create a text file and upload it to the main folder (root) of
your website server. However, once this is done (a 10-minute
process if you know what you’re doing), your Google site map
will be created and will start feeding them helpful data about
your web pages. There are also some benefits in Google
Webmaster Central that you’ll be able to see for yourself,
including the ability to notice if you have broken links or missing pages on your site, what other websites are linking to

NOTES
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your website, and information about top search queries on
your site.
Although this may seem like a bit of a headache, it’s one of
those behind-the-scenes advantages that will give your website a leg up on your competition. Just do it! Here’s the link
to take a look: http://www.google.com/webmasters.
4.

Get relevant, inbound links to your website.
It is said that the most important thing you can do to get
more Google juice is to have prominent websites (and especially prominent websites relevant to your business) linking
to your website. I believe this to be true. However, what is
the reality that a small business owner is going to get links
from big websites? If you can get them, take advantage any
chance you get. Even if you can’t get a link from businessweek.com, you can still get inbound links from other relevant
(be it smaller) sites. Ask your local Chamber of Commerce,
local small business administration, association groups, or
even friends and associates with their own websites. Press
release services like prweb.com are also a good choice to
use to get a prominent link back or two. The bottom line:
Get links from other valued websites back to your website/
blog whenever you can.

NOTES

The Nuts and Bolts of On-Page SEO
One of the great things about using WordPress as your website
platform is that it makes SEO as simple as it can be. Small business
owners still using traditional HTML/CSS websites have to have
help from a web pro to do nearly all their SEO. That’s because you
have to get under the hood of your web pages in the HTML code.
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Too many bad things can happen when you start messing with your
source code.
One of the big advantages of WordPress is that its CMS (content
management system) allows you to do most of these SEO techniques
we’ll cover, without the fear of messing up the foundation of your
website.
The important part of On-Page SEO I want to cover regards page
titles and page descriptions, and how they relate to searches in
Google. But first, let me hit on some other key SEO techniques that
you’ll want to always keep top-of-mind.
The first thing to keep in mind during On-Page SEO is to be conscious
of your keywords. Those of us who work with SEO every day live with
the thought of keywords. Keywords are the
words that you want to strategically place
Keywords are
throughout many areas of your website
the words that
because they become magnets for Google.
you want to
strategically
place throughout
many areas of
your website
because they
become magnets
for Google.

What keywords should you have throughout
your website? Well, think of what search
terms a potential customer or client would
search for in Google to find the product
or services you provide. In other words, if
my business was the fictitious Cranberry
Fitness Center in Cranberry, PA, I would
want to make sure that I included the following search terms
throughout my website: Cranberry Fitness Center, Cranberry, PA,
fitness center, gym, personal training, spin classes, weight training,
kick boxing, yoga, etc.

NOTES
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The most important rule when selecting keywords is to just use
common sense. You can usually get the most obvious ones by asking friends and family what they would search for if they were a
potential customer. Sometimes it’s best to ask others, since we’re
so close to our own businesses that we may miss the obvious.
Throughout the following examples, let’s pretend your business is
that ficticious fitness center in Cranberry, PA.

Your Page Content
When you’re writing the content for your web pages, write naturally.
But when you’re finished, go back and make sure you’re maximizing keywords that may be used in a Google search by a potential
customer. You never want to “keyword stuff” your pages. You want
your writing to remain natural. However, be conscious of including
keywords and keyword phrases where they can fit naturally into
the body/content text of your web pages.
Your Links
Google pays attention to and gives weight to links within your
website. So avoid having links in your web pages that just say Click
Here when you’re directing someone to another page within your
site. For instance, you don’t want a link on your page to read, “Click
here for information on our personal training,” you want it to read,
“Click here for information on our personal training.” You want the
actual link to be connected to the words personal training. This
way, Google gives weight within your site to the phrase “personal
training,” instead of “click here.”

NOTES

Header Tags
Google gives weight to items that are in what are called your H1
tags. Your H1 tags are usually the words at the top of your page. For
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instance, the H1 tag for your personal training page may say, Personal
Training. I would change that to, “Personal Training Cranberry, PA”
Now Google will store that in its magic Google brain, and it doesn’t
look that awkward or out of place on the page. This is a win-win,
because I found a natural place to incorporate an extra potential
keyword phrase “Cranberry, PA” along side the phrase, “Personal
Training.” And that’s a good thing for getting more Google juice.

Bold Text
Google gives some extra weight to text that’s bold. Don’t junk up
the look of your pages, but if you can naturally bold a phrase or two
with some keywords in it, do it. But remember, only if it does not
disrupt the natural and professional design and look of your site.
Image alt tags
When you hover your mouse over an image on a web page, you
should see a word or phrase appear. This is called an alt tag. It is
there to describe the image for those with vision problems or disabilities. But since Google sees those words in your HTML source
code, you want to utilize it. If you have an image of a spin bike on
your group fitness page, you would want to make the alt tag say
something like, “Spin Classes—Group Fitness—Cranberry, PA.”
The Most Important Areas for Your Keywords—Page Titles,
Page URLs, and Page Descriptions
The reason why your Page Titles, Page Names, and Page Descriptions
are so important is because Google gives them massive weight
and importance (especially your Page Title). But all three are also
important because they are what’s seen in the search results that
potential customers see in Google. Therefore, the combination of
these items is a free mini-advertisement for your website. When
we do a Google search, we look at the results that Google provides.

NOTES
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By glancing at the big bold headline link (the Page Title), the web
address link at the bottom of the listing (the Page URL), and the
smaller black text (the Page Description), we make an instant decision whether we’re going to click that link and visit that web page.

Your Page Titles
Google will display up to 70 characters as your Page Title in their
search results. Take advantage of each and every character possible, while keeping your words as natural and keyword-rich as
possible. For our Fitness Center example, here is how I would do a
few of the sites Page Names:
Home Page: “Cranberry Fitness Center Voted Best Fitness
Center in Cranberry, PA”

U

Spin Class Page: “Spin Classes & Group Fitness Cranberry
Fitness Center Cranberry PA”

U

Contact Page: “Contact Cranberry Fitness Center in Cranberry,
PA 724-555-1212”

NOTES
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[Free tool to count characters for your Page Titles and
Descriptions at http://websiteblueprint.com/free-seocharacter-counter.]
By the way, besides the places where I’ve already mentioned that
your Page Title appears, it also appears at the top of your Internet
browser window (open any web page and look at the top of the
browser or tab and you’ll see it) and it is used as the default text
when someone saves that page in their browser’s bookmarks folder.

Your Page Descriptions
Like your Page Title names, this is another area that will display
prominently in Google’s search results (under your Page Title name
and above the URL for your website). However, this information is
not visible anywhere on your website. Think of your Page Description
as a free 155-character advertisement. That’s because it is what
tells a potential visitor what that specific page is about when they
see it in their search results. In addition, it also gives you more
keyword ammunition for Google. For the homepage of our example,
I might have as my Page Description the following:
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Free 14-day trial membership at Cranberry Fitness Center.
Group fitness, personal training, spin classes, yoga, and kickboxing. Free fitness tips online.

Reminder: I have a free tool to count characters for your Page
Titles and Descriptions at http://websiteblueprint.com/free-seocharacter-counter.

Your Page URLs
When you create your web pages and blog posts, you want to be
very aware of the words you use in your URL. Keep them relevant,
descriptive, and keyword rich. You don’t need to be worried about
the length of your URLs, but try to keep it reasonable (use as many
words as it takes to be succinct and descriptive). Your home page
URL will be your domain name (cranberryfitnesscenter.com for our
example), but here is how I would name a few other obvious pages
and blog/news posts. Always remember to use hyphens between
your words.
Group Fitness Page: cranberryfitnesscenter.com/
group-fitness

U

Contact Page: cranberryfitnesscenter.com/contact

U

Personal Training Page: cranberryfitnesscenter.com/
personal-training

U

Blog/News Example: cranberryfitnesscenter.com/bestcranberry-pa-gym

U

Blog/News Post Example: cranberryfitnesscenter.com/
top-yoga-tips

NOTES
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Blog/News Post Example: cranberryfitnesscenter.com/
child-care-while-working-out

Finally…
Your WordPress website/blog platform will allow you to name your
pages and blog posts however you’d like. There’s also a popular
plug-in available (called, All-in-One SEO Pack) that will allow you to
easily create your keyword-rich Page Titles and Page Descriptions.
See the WordPress Tour section for details.

NOTES
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THE POWER OF EMAIL MARKETING
More potential customers will visit your website than will ever pick up
the phone or visit your physical location. In the best-case scenario, they’ll
probably only be on your site for a minute at most. But by having an email
marketing form and a persuasive offer to get them to sign up, you’ll create an opportunity to stay in touch with those
subscribers until one day they become customers.
Email marketing
Email marketing provides a big-time opportunity
provides
a big-time
to stay top-of-mind with website visitors and build
opportunity to stay
your business in the process.
top-of-mind with
website visitors and
build your business
in the process.

If you’re like most small business owners, your
website serves as an online space where relationships can begin with potential customers.
But like any relationship, it doesn’t begin until a
conversation occurs. Problem is, besides a website visitor going to your
contact page or coming to see you, it’s difficult to start that conversation
and relationship.
That’s where you begin to discover the power of modern email marketing.
I used the word modern in that sentence, because there are three types
of email marketing, and modern is the only option for us. Let me describe
the big three.
1.

SPAM Email Marketing: Emails about Viagra, Rolexes, Lottery
Winnings, and Nigerian Princes.
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2.

Amateur Email Marketing: If a small business owner emails
customers from a personal email account or home/business
ISP (Internet service provider) in any form, that’s amateur
email marketing. If you or another small business owner you
know are incorporating any of these techniques, it’s really
important to your businesses reputation that it’s not done
again. Promise?
Here are a few of the indications of amateur email marketing,

NOTES
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U

When emails are sent to all your customers from an
“almost-business” email address (acmebuildingsupply@
yahoo.com).

U

When emails are sent out 100 people at a time (because
that’s all your home/office ISP will allow).

U

When client email addresses are put in the BCC or even
worse, the CC field.

Modern Email Marketing: You know a business is incorporating
modern email marketing, when all of the following requirements are met:
U

Emails are being sent from an email marketing service (or
their own servers with professional 3rd-party software).

U

There is an Unsubscribe link at the bottom of the emails that
can automatically remove a recipient from the email list.

U

Emails are sent from a professional business email address
(jim@acmebuildingsupply.com).

U

A physical address and phone number is included at the
bottom of the email.

email marketing
U

Emails are only sent to businesses that know you or have
done business with you.

What Is the Real-Word Process of Modern Email Marketing?
1.

Get an email marketing service provider (my recommendation coming up).

2.

Add a simple subscription form from your email marketing
service provider. Your web designer/developer can add it to
your website. This is surprisingly simple and you may even
be able to do it yourself.

3.

Provide an incentive alongside your form so visitors are persuaded to sign up for your email list. Often a special coupon,
offer, or article you’ve written (more in a moment).

4.

Once a new “subscriber” has filled out the form on your website and gone through your sign up process, they’re now on
your email list.
After filling out your email marketing form, new subscribers
will receive a confirmation email from you. (This is called a
double opt-in and is required by reputable emarketing services providers.) You create this confirmation message in
your emarketing provider’s online control panel.
Once your new subscriber has clicked a link in the confirmation email, they’ll receive an auto-responder email message
from you (where you thank them for signing up and provide
them any information/incentives you promised them prior
to signing up). This is a message you can also create in your
emarketing provider’s control panel.

NOTES
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5.

Now, any time you have new information you want to provide
your subscribers, you can log in to your email marketing
provider control panel, create your eblast, and email your
entire list all at once.

Now that we know the differences between SPAM, amateur,
and modern email marketing, let’s get back to some basics,
give you some email marketing service alternatives, and discuss
some tactics.
Without modern email marketing, it’s hard for most typical small
business websites to be much more than online business cards or
Internet brochures. It’s the incorporation of email marketing that
gives you and your website the opportunity to create a sales funnel
(a relationship) with your website visitors.

NOTES

An email marketing form on your website, where people can sign up
to receive information from you (often called an enewsletter, ezine,
or etips) is one of the primary calls-to-action you can have on your
website. That invitation for people to provide you their email address
is your attempt to reach out to them. If your website doesn’t have
that email marketing ingredient, it is the same as letting a potential
customer walk into your business and not asking them if you can
be of assitance. You want to reach out to start a conversation
and a relationship. In your physical place of business, that’s done
by speaking to them…on your website, it’s done by asking them to
get on your email list.
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The bottom line is that without an email marketing form on your
website, you’re letting nearly every person who visits walk away
without ever reaching out to them. That means you’re losing more
prospects and potential customers than you could ever imagine.
Email marketing is the lifeblood of connecting one on one with your
website visitors and customers. If it’s done wrong, it’s an ineffective
tool that can turn off clients and prospects. If it’s done right, it can
become one of the most cost-effective ways of creating customers
in your marketing toolkit.
If you’ve spent any time on the Internet, you’re probably on several
company email lists. Most stay in touch by sending you their weekly,
bi-weekly, or monthly email newsletter. But my guess is that you’re
not on many professional, modern email lists from local businesses.
That’s because not enough local businesses have websites geared
toward creating a marketing sales funnel. If they have a site, they
probably don’t have an email marketing form on their website, and if
they do have an email marketing form, they’re probably not creating a
persuasive enough invitation for you to sign up to be on their email list.

Who Should I Use as an Email Marketing Service Provider?
There are about a dozen professional and cost-effective email marketing service providers. Most cost under $20 a month. A few of
the biggest and most reliable include Constant Contact, Aweber,
iContact, MyEmma, and GetResponse. I use Aweber (http://www.
aweber.com) at Website Blueprint and my other websites.

NOTES
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Their service does everything I need, and they have great video
tutorials and phone support, which are always important. I would
be persuaded to use Constant Contact, because it’s the most well
known, but at least at the time of this writing, Aweber does something that Constant Contact does not: Aweber has the ability to take
your new blog/news post entries and automatically email them to
your email subscribers. This is a massive benefit to small business
owners. This feature is called RSS-to-Email or a Blog Broadcast,
and we’ll discuss more in the Aweber Setup and the Business of
Blogging sections.

NOTES

Another service that provides RSS-to-Email (and is free) is part
of your Google Apps account. It’s called Feedburner. Although the
email marketing component is not Feedburner’s primary reason
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for existence (more about Feedburner in the Business Blogging
section), it’s in there.
When you log in to Feedburner through your Google Apps account,
you click the Publicize tab at the top of the page, then the Email
Subscriptions link on the left side of the page. You can create a
form for your website, and as you create a new blog/news post,
it will send the post out to those who have subscribed. You may
be thinking, “That’s perfect! Why would I use anything else?” Well,
there are a few big reasons (at least at this time).
1.

You can’t get any statistics about your eblasts. This is a big
shortcoming!

2.

If you wanted to send out an eblast and not post the information on your blog, you can’t do it.

3.

You can’t export your subscribers’ email addresses.

Although, I love the simplicity of Feedburner’s
keting service, it’s hard for me to recommend
recommend it would be if you have little or no
very small business that never expects to have
than several dozen people.

limited email marit. The only way I’d
budget or you’re a
an email list larger

There’s a learning curve getting used to the control panel and
process of any email marketing service provider. But it’s not too
steep, and you can get the hang of it in a few evenings. That’s why
video tutorials and phone support are so important to small business owners. If you’re on a budget, it’s definitely a job that you will
want to handle yourself, regardless of the email marketing service
provider you choose.

NOTES
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What Are Some Big-Picture Tips that Will Help Me with My
Email Marketing?
You Need a Persuasive Invitation to Get Visitors to Subscribe
Rarely does just having a form on your website that says,
“Sign up for our e-newsletter” produce maximum subscribers
(or as I call them, potential customers). You need to offer
something of value in exchange for a visitor to give you their
email address, and that usually means a special report or
article relevant to your business with helpful information
they would like to read. Another helpful giveaway to include
is a coupon or special offer. For instance, if you were a dry
cleaner, you may want to give away an article called, “10
Ways to Keep Your Clothes Looking Great” or “5 Insider
Tips to Picking the Right Dry Cleaning Service.” If I were the
dry cleaner, I’d also include a coupon for signing up, such
as 25% off their first order.

2.

Don’t Ask for Too Much Information
The less information you ask for on your website’s email
marketing form, the more subscribers you’ll receive. Two
pieces of information are all you need: their first name and
email address (and you’re only asking for their first name so
your email can be personalized to them: “Hi Jane”).

3.

Be Sure Your Email Marketing Form (or at least a link or banner/image invitation) Is Visible on Every Page of Your Website
Most often, the best place for this is in the top, right-hand
column of your website. This keeps your email marketing
invitation “above the fold” (which means, always visible to
new visitors).

NOTES
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4. Don’t Abuse Your Relationship with Subscribers
Once a potential customer has filled out your web form and
given you their email address, pay attention to how often
you’re seen in their inbox. I recommend once or twice per
month. Anything more may get them thinking about unsubscribing or clicking their spam button. Either way, you’ve lost
a potential customer.
5. Don’t Oversell—Be Helpful
It’s appropriate to inform your subscribers about an upcoming promotion or sales event, but it’s even more important
to provide special tips and advice that make your business
a source of helpful information. You can opt for one sales
pitch and one tip each month, or you can include both the
sales pitch and a special tip in each of your eblasts. Just
make sure you never send two sales-only emails in a row.
6. Understand CAN-SPAM Rules and Regulations
Don’t use false or misleading header information, no deceptive subject lines, and remind recipients how to opt-out of
receiving future emails from you. Be sure to get a copy of
all the rules and regulations. There’s a link to the complete
“CAN-SPAM Compliance Guide” at http://www.websiteblue
print.com/can-spam.
7. Extend Your Brand to Your Email Messages
The look, feel, and content of your email messages should
complement the rest of your business and marketing persona. When subscribers receive an email from you, be sure
that your brand is recognized in an inbox, just as it is on your
website or your traditional marketing.
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8. Keep Subject Lines Interesting
Grab your subscribers’ attention in your subject line. Otherwise,
your chance of them opening and reading your email drops
dramatically. Avoid hype and opt for creative or straightforward subject lines that not only grab attention, but also
describe what they can expect from your message.

What Type of Information Should I Be Emailing My List?
I’m not a big fan of the full-blown enewsletter model for small business owners. I think it is just too much information. In addition, if
you feel you need to fill up all that space, it’s less likely you’ll stick
with consistently staying in touch with your email subscribers. For
the typical small business owner, there are four types of eblasts
to send out:
U

Promotional: A sales pitch

U

News: Information about a new location, client success story,
new award/recognition, etc.

U

FAQs: You can answer frequently asked questions that your
clients, customers, and prospects have.

U

Tips: Information that is helpful to your customers.

NOTES

Keep most of your eblasts as tips. That way, the majority of the emails
your subscribers receive from you will be seen as about them and
not you. If you have a big sales event or piece of company news that
you want to send by itself, go for it. As long as you’ve been primarily
sending helpful tips. The tips earn you credibility. If you don’t follow
this guideline and begin to send out too much promotional or news
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eblasts, you’ll find too many subscribers clicking that unsubscribe
link or SPAM button. Either way, you’ve lost a prospect.
If you’re an insurance agent, you can do an eblast about safe driving, the danger of texting while driving, or how certain activities can
affect someone’s policy. If you’re a tanning salon, you can send tips
about how often someone should tan or a review of a new lotion
that’s out on the market. The bottom line is that if it would be of
interest to your customers, it will be of interest to those on your
email list.
The great thing is that you don’t have to write these yourself. When
you come across an interesting article, review, or piece of news
that would be interesting to your customers, use it. You can simply
copy and paste the headline and first paragraph of the article, then
create a link that allows your list to read the rest of the article on
the website on which you found the information. As long as you’re not stealing the
In regard to timing,
content, but simply providing some teaser
a reminder that
copy and linking back to the original weban eblast every
site to read the full article, that’s all you
2 to 4 weeks is
need. The bottom line is that it’s helpful
the sweet spot to
remind prospects
information that your clients, customers,
and customers
and prospects will enjoy reading.
that you’re still
there and you’re
open for business.

In regard to timing, a reminder that an
eblast every 2 to 4 weeks is the sweet
spot to remind prospects and customers
that you’re still there and you’re open for business. That way you
never become out of sight and out of mind. That’s really the secret
to any marketing. You need to be there in front of a prospect as
they get close to their moment of purchase. It’s one of the great
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advantages of email marketing. Obviously your subscribers are
interested in the product or services you provide, so all you have
to do is stick around until they’re ready to buy. You have to pay
heavily for this with traditional media. But it costs as little as $20
a month to reach hundreds of prospects with email marketing (and
you can reach thousands for as little as $50 a month). The bottom
line is that most small businesses will have to spend little to make
a great impact using email marketing.

I Have an Email List. How Do I Get this List into My New
Email Marketing System?
This may be one of the more frustrating realities for small business
owners when it comes to getting on board with a modern and professional email marketing service. You would think that you could
just import your current email list into your new provider’s system,
add a form to your website to begin collecting new subscribers, and
you’re off and running. Sadly, this is not the way it works.

NOTES

Just because you know you’ve got a list of email addresses (people
who have signed up in your store, you’ve collected from trade shows,
etc.), your new emarketing provider can’t confirm that this is a
legitimate list versus one you’ve purchased. And the reason they
can’t let unconfirmed email addresses into their system is because
there are too many people who would add harvested/purchased
email addresses into their system (end result…SPAM). This would
cause your provider’s email servers to be blacklisted because so
many people are likely to click their SPAM buttons when they get
unsolicited emails. The bottom line is that without the safeguard of
confirming your email list, your emails would most likely find there
way into SPAM folders and not into inboxes.
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So, how do you get around this problem? The first thing is to realize
that this is the norm. And since you still need to begin using a professional emarketing service, this means your new email list has to
go through what is called a double opt-in process to be confirmed.
But how do you get your old list on to your new, confirmed list? The
simplest solution (as much as I hate recommending it) is to email
your old list and ask them to click a link to become part of your new
and improved email list. Your new emarketing provider will provide
you a link that you can include in these emails. When that link is
clicked, these folks can become part of your new confirmed email
list. I think an honest message in this email is the best route.
Put yourself in your customer’s shoes. If you received this invitation
email, what words, approach, or offer could persuade you to click
that link and become a subscriber to that new email list? Here’s a
suggestion for you:
Hi, Michael. We’re making a move to a professional email
service provider that will allow us to better stay in touch
with our customers and prospects. We would really like
you to join us. Our promise is to never send more than two
emails a month and to include helpful information, as well
as important company news and upcoming specials/promotions you’d want to know about. As our thanks for joining
us, we’re including [a coupon, article, etc.]. Just click this
link so you can be part of our new and improved email list.

Special Note
Constant Contact (http://www.contantcontact.com) will allow you
to import your current client/prospect email address into their
system and begin emailing them directly without them having to
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confirm that they want to be on your new email list. However,
there is an honor system that you have received their permission
to be added to your new list. I’ve done this with clients before, but
it’s hard to recommend Constant Contact on this benefit alone. I
just think their online control panel is too confusing for most small
business owners.

AWEBER SETUP
Yes, there are many email marketing service providers out there.
And after reading the reviews of most and testing the most commonly used, I do know that Aweber works well for me, as well as my
clients. There are three giant reasons why Aweber is my personal
choice for email marketing.
1. They have very good phone support.
Good phone support is crucial any time you can get it with
software or an online service.
2. They have a lot of video tutorials.
Video tutorials, in addition to written documentation, makes
learning easier.
3. They have the all important RSS-to-Email feature.
RSS-to-Email (aka Blog Broadcast) is a convenient and timesaving benefit for small business owners. That’s because it
takes two of your website marketing jobs and turns them
into one.

NOTES

Aweber will cost you as little as $19.95 a month and they have a
30-day trial period.
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In addition, there are several other features and benefits that
Aweber touts to potential customers. Here’s the list directly from
the Aweber website:
U

Send Email Newsletters
Send engaging email newsletters to your opt-in subscribers.
Already know what you’re going to send in your next few
issues? Create and schedule them all in one sitting. We’ll
automatically send each one at the date and time you tell
us to. Even segment subscribers based on who clicked and
who didn’t.

U

Publish a Sign up Form to Your Website
Looking to grow your list? Start turning people coming to
your website into subscribers!

U

a.

Publish a sign up form to your site using a point-and-click
Web Form wizard.

b.

To really grab your visitors’ attention, try adding an
unblockable hover form.

Create Autoresponders
Build relationships with subscribers starting the moment
they sign up.
Autoresponders can welcome new subscribers, educate
them about your products, and drive them back to your
website—without you lifting a finger.
Plus, with our unique Autoresponder Send Windows, you’ll
reach subscribers during the days and times you know work
best for them!
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This time-saver has helped countless small businesses since
1998.
Manage Unlimited Email Campaigns
Some services charge per email sent and get expensive fast.
That can cause you to send less often than you should.
We’d rather you focus on emailing subscribers at the frequency that they want. So send as many messages as you
like, as often as you like. There’s no extra charge.
Need to set up different lists for your prospects and customers, or for different websites? No problem. You can manage
all of them from one account, without paying a penny more!

U

Email Templates Ready for the Big Time
Love sending colorful, image-rich newsletters?
We offer over 103 HTML email templates, tested for readability in all popular email clients.
Rather do it yourself? No problem. You can paste in your
own template or create one from scratch using the pointand-click message editor!

U

Top Notch Email Deliverability
In an era where spam blocking and filtering make it increasingly difficult for small businesses to get their email delivered,
our customers continue to reach their subscribers’ inboxes.
From building and nurturing relationships with ISPs over the
past 11+ years, to automatically removing unsubscribes and
bounces, we do what it takes to get your requested email
delivered time and again.
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U

U

Free Expert Customer Support
We’ve made Aweber easy to use, and we offer excellent educational materials like our blog, knowledge base and videos.
a.

But we know that sometimes, you just need to talk to a
real person. And while other online services try to cut
corners there, we stand out by going above and beyond
the expected.

b.

We provide all users free customer support. As much of it
as you need. With real people, right here in Pennsylvania.
By phone. By email. By live text chat.

Send Blog Newsletters (RSS to Email)
Thousands of bloggers use email to reach a broader audience than they can with RSS subscribers alone.
a.

U

Our Blog Broadcaster automatically turns your RSS into
email that you can send to readers daily, weekly, monthly
or whenever you have something new on your blog.

Email Web Analytics
Use powerful testing tools and easy-to-read reports to determine what’s working and what isn’t.
Is your sign up form grabbing visitors’ attention? What’s the
best time to send your email newsletter? Will the short version of your next campaign drive more sales than the long
version?
With email web analytics, you’ll be able to answer these
questions and more.
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U

Easy Shopping Cart Integration
It’s easy to integrate email marketing into your business.
Whether you’re migrating an existing list, or integrating
with an e-commerce solution like PayPal, or segmenting and
targeting subscribers for higher response, we offer simple
tools to help you run the most efficient and profitable email
marketing campaigns possible.

NOTES

How to Get Started with Aweber
Once you’re ready to get your hands dirty, you can create your Aweber
account and start reviewing their step-by-step instructions for getting started at http://www.aweber.com/users/getting_started.
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Once you’ve looked over what’s going to be involved to really get the
hang of their program, do yourself a big favor and spend time watching
their video tutorials. You’ll be very surprised how it will help you get
familiar with their interface and control panel. By taking the time to
watch plenty of videos at the beginning, the process of getting setup
and moving forward will go much faster and be a lot less frustrating.
As you go through the Aweber setup process, here are some of
my own tips to keep in mind:

Branding with Your Logo
There are a few places where your subscribers will be directed to
pages hosted with Aweber, including the page they see when they
click unsubscribe and confirmation links. You can have a logo on this
page. The logo I’ve used for this purpose is 385 pixels wide. You
or your web person will want to make a copy of your logo this size
and upload it to your server. You can then use the location URL of
the logo and add that link when Aweber asks for it.
Your “From” Email Address
When a customer/subscriber receives an email from you, they will
see your email address. Be professional and use your professional
business email addresses. For example, support@yourwebsite.com
or yourname@yourwebsite.com. Don’t use email addresses like
@yahoo.com, @hotmail.com, @gmail.com, or @verizon.net. If you
do, you won’t look as professional, and your email messages are
more likely to be flagged as SPAM.
Notifications
You can choose to receive notifications from Aweber so you’ll know
when new prospects have subscribed or unsubscribed from your
list. A good idea.
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Messages
There are three primary types of email messages in Aweber:
Autoresponder/Follow-Up, Broadcasts (eblasts), and Blog Broadcasts.
Autoresponder/Followup Messages
An autoresponder is simply an automated followup email
someone receives after they’ve become a subscriber to your
email list. Think of this message as a thank-you for visiting
your website and signing up to be on your email list. If you
made any special incentives on your website for people to
sign up (an article, coupon, etc.), you’ll want to include links
to this information in your autoresponder.
You can also send a sequence of autorepsonders, one after
they’ve signed up and additional followups over the course of
a few days or weeks. Some businesses find this helpful for
such things as emailing requested marketing materials, training sequences, and answers to frequently asked questions.

U

Broadcast Messages (eblasts)
A Broadcast is just another way of sending out an eblast
to those on your email list. Once your email list has grown,
you may want to send out an eblast to all your subscribers
with a helpful tip, piece of company news, or product/sale
announcement. It’s important to do this sparingly. Once
every 2 to 3 weeks at most. And be certain that you’re not
sending out emails all about you. Make sure your eblasts, at
minimum, are an equal mix of helpful information/tips versus
sales pitches.
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Blog Broadcasts (RSS-to-Email)
You can use the Aweber Blog Broadcast feature to send out
content (automatically) that you publish to your blog. This is
my favorite feature with Aweber for small business owners.
If you have something to share, just add it to your blog (BIG
benefits, as we’ll discuss in the Blogging Business section),
and that blog content will be emailed automatically to everyone on your email list. This saves a lot of time because you
get to share the same information to email subscribers and
those that just follow your blog without doing the work twice.

Subject Lines
When you’re sending out eblasts (Broadcasts) or RSS-to-Email (Blog
Broadcasts), be sure your subject line (which will be the same as
your blog post title) grabs attention and is not off topic.
What are the best subject lines/titles? Go to your nearest book
store or supermarket and look at the teaser headlines on the cover
of the most popular glossy magazines. They pay people lots of money
to create headlines that make you want to open up and read. Do
the same for your subject lines. Be sure to avoid titles that include
CAPS, the word “free,” or exclamation points. It’s a sure way to find
your message in the SPAM folder of your recipient.

HTML Versus Plain Text Messages
I think an HTML email message (one that looks similar to a web
page) always looks more professional than just a plain text message.
But it’s more of a hassle to create (though you only have to do it
once). Aweber has templates that your web person can customize
to reflect the look and feel of your website. If you don’t think it’s
necessary for your business, don’t bother. But if you can, go ahead
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and do it. However, keep in mind that most email programs turn
off images by default. So you’ll want to make sure your email messages will look good with or without any images that are included.
Because I send out HTML messages, I’m able to include the style
of my choice for the fonts, links, and border colors, which makes
my emails look more professional.

Your Website Sign-Up Forms
Once you have your account and list information set up, you can
create and publish a sign-up form to your website. Ideally, you want
to have this form located in the exact same place on each and
every page of your website. The most important thing to remember is to ask for as little information as possible. I ask for First
Name and Email Address. The more you ask for, the less chance
someone will take the time to sign up. You can create the form
yourself and send the HTML code to your web person to put on
your web pages.
The good thing about using WordPress as your website platform is
that they have something called widgets that go into a predetermined
column on your website (usually on the right side of the page—see
mine at http://www.websiteblueprint.com). You just add a widget,
copy and paste your HTML code from Aweber into that widget, and
now your form is seen on all pages of your website.

NOTES

Thank-You Pages
You will need two Thank-You pages on your website for those that
fill out your email marketing form.
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1.

“Thank You Check Inbox and Confirm Email Address”
After someone fills out the form on your website, they need
to confirm their email address and the fact that they actually want to to be on your email list (called a double opt-in).
At the same time the confirmation email is being sent to
them after filling out the form, they are taken to this first
thank-you web page. You’ll want to use this page to remind
them to check their inbox and click the link in the email to
confirm their subscription. This is on my website at http://
websiteblueprint.com/checkinbox.

2.

“Thank You You’re Now Subscribed”
After your new subscriber has clicked the link in their confirmation email, you can send them to a page thanking them
and confirming that they are now on your email list. You can
see what I’ve done for this on my website: http://website
blueprint.com/thankyou.
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NOTES

The Confirmed Opt-in Process
Because SPAM is such a problem, today’s legitimate email marketing
services (like Aweber) require those who sign up with you to confirm
their email address. Until they click the link in the automated email
sent by Aweber, the person who made the request will not receive
emails from you. This is the double opt-in.
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The double opt-in exists to prevent someone from filling out a form
on your website with someone else’s email address and putting
them on your list (and inevitably making the person feel they are
being spammed). There’s no way around this unless you’re going
to purchase your own email software (such as Interspire’s Email
Marketer) and manage it from your own server (not recommended
unless you have a programmer or web guru on staff). In the end,
having the double opt-in process in place keeps the Aweber servers clean so your emails have much less of a chance of ending up
in your recipients SPAM filter or SPAM folder.
By the way, there is a page in your Aweber account (under the My
Lists tab) where you may make some changes and add a personal
message to this confirm opt-in email sent by Aweber after someone
has filled out your web sign up form. You may want to add your own
touch to the confirmation email to make it as friendly and personal
as possible.

Getting Your Blog Posts Sent via Email
Once you’ve finished setting up Aweber and your new website, you
can add the information you need into Aweber, so your blog posts
are sent to your email list automatically. Here’s how it’s done:
1.

Log in to your Google Apps account or your Google Feedburner
account. Here’s a link to the Feedburner page: http://feedburner
.google.com.

2.

Create a feed for your blog in Feedburner. (If you need help,
see their help instructions or ask your web person if they
can help—it’s pretty simple.)

3.

Feedburner will provide you their own RSS/feed address.
You’ll not only be adding this to your website/blog (ask your
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web person for help), but this is also what you’ll add to the
Blog Broadcast area of Aweber.
Once logged into Aweber, go to the Messages tab and select Blog
Broadcast.
If you need any help from there, give Aweber a call or visit their
help/support page for assistance.

NOTES

Finally…
I can’t say any of this email marketing setup stuff is super-easy
(and I do this for a living). But Aweber makes it as simple as it
can be. If you’re doing most of this yourself, dedicate a few hours
to watch Aweber’s tutorials and review their FAQs and support
materials in advance. All of this will make the process much easier
for you to understand where everything is located so when you
get started you’re not spinning your wheels trying to understand
all the directions and jargon. And remember, you can always pick
up the phone and talk with their support folks, who have always
been very helpful to me.
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THE POWER OF A BLOG
The first goal of any website is to create visitors. Without traffic to your
website, there is no way to get potential customers to learn about your
product or service. Since traffic to your website is so crucial, you’re probably trying to figure out new ways to get people to visit you online. Research
has confirmed one way: a blog.
A study by HubSpot shows that businesses that blog get 55% more website visitors than those that do not. The results of this study make one
thing clear: Small businesses that blog are likely
to have far better marketing results online than
Businesses that
businesses that don’t.
blog get 55%
more website
visitors than those
that do not.

What Is a Blog?
For business owners, a blog (originally called a web
log) is a marketing tool that allows you to easily
add content that appears online (and can be sent
out to your email list automatically). If you’ve ever used a social media tool
like Facebook, then you can more easily understand a blog. That’s because
Facebook has an easy-to-use online interface that allows you to add posts
that will instantly appear on the web (with your most recent posts always
at the top of the page). A blog works the same way.
Can a Blog Be Your Website?
It can and it will. And that’s the great advantage of using the free WordPress
content management system (CMS) website/blogging platform. As we mentioned earlier, there are other CMS platforms that will also allow your website
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and blog to be as one, including free open-source programs like Drupal
and Joomla. You may have also heard about Google’s Blogger. This
is a very simple blogging platform to use. However, Google’s Blogger
has a huge drawback because it cannot be part of your website. If
your blog is a separate entity, rather than part of your website, it will
not maximize your website’s SEO. Sure, you can have your website
at http://www.acme.com and your blog at http://www.acmeblog
.com and have them link to one another. But the greatest benefit
is to have your blog located inside the main file/folder structure of
your website, so that your blog can be found at http://www.acme
.com/blogname. This way your website and blog do not compete
against one another in the search engines, which can dilute your
results and ranking in Google.

What Should You Post on Your Blog?
Since we’ll be setting up your blog posts to be sent automatically
to your email marketing list, you’ll want to post topics that will look
good as part of your website, provide keyword-rich content to help
your Google ranking, and be appropriate to send to your clients and
prospects via your email list. Possible items to blog about:
Tips that are relevant to your business/industry that will be
helpful or of interest to customers and prospects.

U

Links to articles you’ve found online that would be helpful or
of interest to your customers and prospects.

U

Company news and information.

U

Teasers for your sales, promotions, and events.

NOTES
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Let’s Touch on the Reasons Why Having a Blog as Part of
Your Web Presence Is so Crucial
1.

Search Engines Like Google Love Fresh Content
Getting noticed in the search engines is where most of your
web traffic should come from. Problem is, if you don’t update
your web pages often, Google begins to see your website as
lazy, and Google doesn’t reward lazy websites. Having a blog
attached to your website and adding a new posts (article,
tip, company news, etc.) every couple weeks will keep your
site looking more active in the eyes of Google and will allow
you to get higher rankings in all the search engines.

2.

More Keywords = More Traffic
The more keywords relevant to your business category that
are included on your website/blog that people may include in
searches, the better your opportunity to show up in search
engines. Just by the nature of the content that will be part
of your blog posts, you’re sure to trigger more opportunities
to be found by Google and the other search engines.

3.

Positioning Yourself as an Expert = Beating the Competition
No matter what kind of business you’re in, if your customers and potential customers see you as someone who can
provide helpful information about your industry, they’ll be
more likely to do business with you than your competitors.
Having a blog allows you to share your knowledge, opinions,
and expertise relevant to your industry.
If you owned a hardware store and you were the only one in
your town to have a blog as part of your website, you would
have a unique advantage. That’s because you could use your
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blog to share tips with your customers and prospects. And
since no other hardware store owner in your market was
doing the same, who do you think people would gravitate to
when they needed hardware supplies? If you want an advantage over your competition online, posting blog tips about
your industry will do it.
Blog Posts to Email
One of the essential elements of website marketing is building
an email list and emailing your clients and prospects every
2 to 4 weeks with helpful tips, company news, and sales
information. Because of the technology built into the email
marketing service (we recommend http://www.aweber.com),
your blog posts will be sent automatically to those on your
email list. Since you should be emailing your customers anyhow, you might as well get all the extra benefits of utilizing
your blog as part of your web presence.

5.

Relationship Marketing
Having a space online where you share your expertise and
company news gives you the opportunity to build one-on-one
and long-lasting relationships with customers who browse
your site.

6.

No-Cost Brand Building
There are way too many opportunities for you to spend money
to promote your small business. Having a blog is one of the
rare marketing tools that allow you to do it for free.

NOTES
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Blog Names and Blog Post Titles
When your blog becomes part of your website, it will have its own
link in the navigation area (you can simply call it Blog or News) and
its own unique URL/Page Name. When creating your website pages,
be sure your web designer creates the main page of your blog with
a keyword or two that could help your Google SEO.
Let’s say your domain name is morgantownhardware.com. Most
people would just have their blog named morgantownhardware.
com/blog. But by settling on such a generic name, you’re missing
an opportunity for Google to find more of your blog posts in potential searches. Instead, you want to name your blog URL something
like morgantownhardware.com/hardware-help. It may sound like a
small thing, but your Google power will compound over time.
That’s because every time you create a new blog post, your
WordPress platform creates a new page that Google can see.
And the more pages Google can see on your website/blog, the
more pages it has to index and match up to relevant searches. So
as you move forward with your blog posts, you’ll be able to have
page names like, morgantownhardware.com/hardware-help/fixingleaky-faucets and morgantownhardware.com/hardware-help/
best-pressure-washers. That’s one of the great benefits of having
a blog, because you’re giving Google so many more opportunities
to find your website. And when Google can find more pages of your
website, potential customers are more likely to find your website.

WORDPRESS SETUP
WordPress is an open source software that was originally designed
for blogging, but is now so popular and powerful that it is being used
by businesses of all sizes, from the smallest of small businesses to
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huge companies like Ford, Sony, and the Wall Street Journal. Now
that’s a flexible platform that can grow with your business!
You would think that a website platform with that type of expandability
would be way too confusing for small business owners. But instead,
it’s one of the simplest. Go figure. On the geeky side, WordPress
is written in PHP and uses mySQL database (the place that holds
your text, images, content, etc.) as the back end. (That’s probably
more information than you wanted!)
What’s important is that WordPress is the platform we’re going to
use to set up your new website/blog.

NOTES

The first step is to get a free WordPress account. There are two
WordPress sites: http://www.wordpress.com and http://www
.wordpress.org. The .org site is where you or your web person will
get the needed files to upload to your server. We’ll get to that in
a moment. For now, we need to get you a WordPress account.
Remember to save your WordPress username and password in
the areas we discussed early on in the chapter, “ready. set. go.”
Here’s how to go get your free WordPress account:
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1.

Go to http://www.wordpress.com and click the Sign Up Now!
button.

2.

Enter a username. For simplicity and consistency, try to keep
the same username you have for other services you’re using.

3.

Enter a desired password. Again, try to keep the same password as you’ve been in other places.

4.

Enter your email address.

5.

Agree to the terms of service.

6.

You are now asked whether you want a blog or just a username. Choose, just a username, please.

7.

Click next.

8.

A confirmation email will be sent to the email address you
entered.

9.

Check your email and follow the steps outlined in the confirmation email, which are pretty simple.

10. After confirmation, sign in to make sure you have access.
11. Congratulations, you are now signed up for your WordPress
account.
12. There’s nothing else you need right now, except to take note
of your API key (API stands for application programming interface) that WordPress provides. Your web person will need
this later while he’s activating a couple of your WordPress
plugins. You can find your API key in your WordPress welcome
email or in the My Profile or Edit Profile page once you’re
logged into WordPress.com.

NOTES
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Big Picture: How WordPress Fits into Your Server File
Structure
Yuk. That title almost sounded too complex even for me. But I
wanted to take a moment to just give you a simple overview (or as
simple as I can make it) of how WordPress fits into your website’s
online file structure. Here we go:
1.

Your website files and folders sit on a server that will be
hosted by BlueHost.com.

2.

Inside that BlueHost server, your account/website gets its
own folder (just think of a folder that sits in your Documents/
My Documents folder on your computer as an example). The
folder name is actually _public.html.

3.

Your web person will download a bunch of files/folders from
WordPress and will upload them to your server’s _public.html
folder.

4.

Inside those WordPress folders is where your web person
will upload your actual website theme, plugins, and images.

5.

Once all of this is done, you will be able to log in to your
WordPress control panel online, make changes to your website via the CMS (content management system), and publish
your changes so everyone can see it on the Internet.

NOTES

I don’t expect you to totally grasp that concept (though, if you did,
you should be really proud of yourself). But I did want to give you
that mile-high overview. Later on, it will help you grasp how this
whole files and folders to Internet thing fits into each other.
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The Nuts and Bolts
The next step in the process will probably be one for your web
person to handle (unless you’re a bit of geek yourself). It involves
getting the WordPress files/folders to your BlueHost server. There
are two ways this is done.
1.

The traditional method is that your web person downloads
the WordPress folders/files from http://www.wordpress
.org and then uploads them to your BlueHost server, using
what’s called a file transfer protocol (FTP) program.
An FTP program/software is how you have access to all your
website’s files and folders, and it makes them look similar
to the way your files and folders look when you click the
My Computer icon on your local computer. You’ll want FTP
software on your computer, but you’ll need to take great
care to never to do anything that would involve changing or
deleting any of the files/folders on your server. Unless you
know what you’re doing, don’t do anything with your website’s live files/folders unless a pro is walking you through
the process.
I use the FTP program, Transmit on my Mac (http://www
.panic.com/transmit). It costs $34. There are free (opensource) FTP programs. I recommend Cyberduck if you have
a Mac (http://cyberduck.ch) and Smart FTP if you have a PC
(http://www.smartftp.com).

NOTES
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The second and more convenient way to get WordPress
files/folders on to your server is super simple thanks to
BlueHost.com (one of the many reasons why I love BlueHost.
com for small business owners). Once you’re logged into
BlueHost, you can install WordPress yourself by clicking the
WordPress icon toward the bottom middle of your control
panel page. On the Install WordPress page you’ll find answers
to most of the questions you may have. Fortunately, BlueHost
makes it simple.
The final step of getting WordPress set up is to create and
activate your mySQL database (pronounced my-seequill). This
big file will hold all of the content that you add to your pages,
such as body text, images you’ve added to your pages, and
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your blog posts. I don’t want to get too far in the weeds on
your mySQL database; all you need to know is it’s there, you
need to activate it, and you’ll need to back it up. (More info
on that coming later.)
If after reading this, you feel you can install WordPress to
your server and activate your mySQL database, take your time
and go for it. If you get stuck, you can call BlueHost for help.
And since your website isn’t up yet, you can’t do any damage.
Everything at this stage of the game is easily reversible. The
only advantage of doing all this before you hire a web person
to help you on the development of your site is that it will give
you time to go in and play around in the WordPress control
panel (the place where eventually you’ll be making changes
to your web pages and creating new blog posts).
3.

If you decide to play around in your new WordPress control
panel, I suggest you first read our WordPress Tour chapter, coming up. I’d also consider buying the WordPress for
Dummies book. Just having this as a reference guide as you
discover what the different links, tabs, and headings do will
help you get up to speed much faster.

4.

If you don’t want to deal with installing WordPress yourself
and activating your database, don’t bother. This is something
your web person will be able to easily and quickly do for you.
Remember to save your new WordPress/website control
panel username and password, as well as the username and
password you will need for your mySQL database. By now,
you’re probably thanking me for telling you at the very beginning of this process how and where to get organized with
your usernames, passwords, and logins. You’re welcome!

NOTES
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How Does the Look/Theme of My New Website Get Added
into WordPress?
Let’s assume you have WordPress installed on your BlueHost
account and your mySQL database has been activated. The next
step is to take the theme you’ve purchased and add it into a specific WordPress folder (wp-content > themes) via an FTP program.
Once this is done, the person who’s going to help you develop and
customize your website can go to work. However, if you can download and work with an FTP program, you can get your new theme
online yourself. Here’s how it’s done:
If you’ve purchased your new theme, it should be in your
computer’s WEBSITE INFO folder (that is, if you’ve followed
my organization directions).

2.

Right now your theme is in what’s called a zip folder. If you
double-click it, it will extract the files/folders inside the zip
folder and create a normal looking folder that you’ll recognize
(the name of the zip folder and the unzipped folder will remain
the same).

3.

Open your FTP program and log in to see all the files in your
BlueHost server.

4.

Once you see those folders, you’ll want to open folders as
follows: public_html > wp-content > themes.

5.

Now drag the unzipped folder of your website theme into the
themes folder on your server.

6.

That’s it!

NOTES
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How Do I See My New Theme Now That I’ve Uploaded it to
WordPress?
1.

Log in to your WordPress website control panel (usually
yourdomainname.com/wp-admin).

2.

Click the drop-down arrow next to Appearance on the left
side of the page, then click the Themes link (or just click the
Themes link if already visible).

3

You should see a screenshot of your new website theme under
Available Themes. Just click that link or image to activate
your new theme.
If you do not see your new theme on this page, you’ve made
a mistake in the uploading process. At this point, I’d stop if I
were you. Make note of where you are and what you’ve done.
Then, let your web person know where you got hung up in
the process. Most likely, you just dropped your new theme
in the wrong folder on your server.

4.

That’s it. Hopefully your new theme is now be visible on your
new domain name.

There’s not much for you to do now until your web person has customized your theme and gotten everything the way you want it to
look. There’s more on WordPress coming up in the Maintenance and
Upkeep section, as well as the WordPress Tour chapter later on.

NOTES
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LOCAL PROMOTION
There are three ways to promote your website: search engines like Google
SEO; locally, through traditional marketing methods; and online through
social networking. We’ve already touched on Google SEO; let’s discuss the
other two methods.
If your business name is spoken, written, or displayed anywhere locally,
your website address should be the next piece of information that is seen
or heard. And whenever possible, prominently. Some would argue that
sharing your website address is even more important today than your
slogan or positioning statement.
Want an idea of where to promote your website locally? Here are 50
random places for starters.
1.

Business cards

2.

Letterhead

3.

Envelopes

4

Thank-you cards

5

Business forms

6.

Fax cover sheets

7.

Radio ads

8.

Television ads

9.

Newspaper ads
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10. Community paper ads
11. Magazine ads
12. Billboards
13. Yellow Pages
14. Movie theater screens
15. Press releases
16. As part of classified ads you place
17. During any type of free media exposure
18. Community sponsorships
19. Local business directories
20. Word of mouth—To prospects and customers
21. Word of mouth—Friends and family
22. Word of mouth—Your staff to their contacts
23. Brochures
24. Sales literature
25. Displays at your Chamber of Commerce
26. Displays at local group and association locations
27. Displays at other businesses
28. Cork boards at your grocery store, coffee shop, library,
gym, etc.

NOTES

29. On promotional items (hats, t-shirts, magnets, pens, etc.)
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30. Your store window
31. After-hours voicemail
32. Line holding message
33. Event and conference signage
34. Permanent outdoor signage
35. Lawn signs
36. On company vehicles
37. On out-of-office company equipment
38. Company shirts, hats, and uniforms
39. Car door magnet
40. Window decals or bumper stickers
41. Restaurant table-tops and menus
42. Sports facilities
43. Vending machines
44. Local bars
45. In local guest books
46. Public recreation locations
47. Local hotels
48. Public restrooms
49. On donation wall hangers at the convenience store
50. Your license plate…darn, not enough room
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ONLINE PROMOTION
Promoting your website online can happen in many forms. The
biggest is definitely through social media sites, which we’ll cover in
depth in a moment. But there are many other options online that
you can utilize to get your website address seen by the public.
Now, let’s have a reality check. If you’re not someone who spends
a lot of time on the Internet, don’t worry about all the possibilities
of online and social media marketing right now. There are bigger
fish to fry, and that includes making sure your website is as professional as possible, that you’re taking care of basic Google SEO
strategies, and that you’re getting out new blog posts and email
marketing messages every 2 to 4 weeks.
But if you are a bit of an Internet junkie, or your clients or prospects
are, then you should definitely get involved with some online promotion
of your website. With the exception of the social media alternatives
available, there are a handful of other places online that you can use
to get your website address out to the web. For example:
Banner/display ads or links on local websites
Including radio, TV, newspaper, and local magazine sites, as
well as local directories, associations, and your Chamber of
Commerce.

2.

Link exchanges with other small business owner websites

3.

In your and your staff’s email signature

4.

At the bottom of your own blog posts (never know when
they’ll show up somewhere else)

5.

Online press releases (http://www.prweb.com)

NOTES
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6.

Next to your name if you comment on blogs or forums

7.

In online classified ads

8.

In articles you can submit to other websites
Locally or through national article submission sites like http://
www.ezinearticles.com.

9.

Social bookmarking websites
Including http://www.digg.com, http://www.del.icio.us and
http://www.stumbleupon.com.

10. Large online business directories
http://www.dmoz.com (free) and the Yahoo! Directory ($299
annually).
11. Podcasts
12. Pay-per-click (PPC) advertising (more on this in PPC/Google
AdWords Advertising)

PPC/GOOGLE ADWORDS ADVERTISING
There are two ways to appear in Google search results—free (also
known as “organic”) and paid. Organic SEO is how most small businesses appear in Google (and which we covered in depth earlier).
However, you can also pay to appear on the first page of search
engine results. This is called, pay-per-click (PPC) advertising. And
of course, Google is far and away the leader in PPC advertising. In
fact, that’s how Google makes its money.
Businesses that pay for their business to appear in Google can be
seen in the softly highlighted areas on the right side of the search
results page and sometimes on top of the page. You may notice
they are always under the words, Sponsored Links.
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Google calls their PPC advertising, Google AdWords, and you can
get started with Google AdWords by clicking the Google AdWords
link/icon within your Google account or by clicking here: https://
adwords.google.com.
Should you purchase Google AdWords? I would say no, unless you
have an eCommerce site where you sell products or services online.
Sure, you can buy AdWords to drive traffic to your website. But unless
you can show how that click you’re paying for converts to dollars and
cents, it’s hard to justify paying for ads that appear on Google.
It is really easy to spend more money than you should using Google
AdWords. Learning how to do it right is a unique skill that takes
lots of time and attention. But I want to make sure you’re aware of
what AdWords has to offer, in case it’s something you’re interested
in doing in the future.
According to Google, here are some of the features of AdWords:
Cost-per-click (CPC) pricing, so you pay only for the clicks
you’ve received at a price you’ve set (choose a maximum
CPC from 1 cent USD to US $100).

U

Cost-per-impression (CPM) pricing on the content network
for those who prefer to pay by the impression.

U

Daily budget you set, starting from 1 cent USD.

U

Targeted ads you create and manage.

U

Ad scheduling: run your ads on the days and hours you want.

NOTES
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U

Performance reports 24/7 online in your account.

U

Advertising network of sites and products for increased ad
exposure.

U

One or multiple ads targeted with one or more keywords.

As good as some of those features sound, I still can’t recommend
learning how to use AdWords until you’ve mastered the techniques
of free/organic SEO for your small business website. With that said,
if you want to play around with AdWords, let me give you some tips
on how the game is played.

How Google AdWords Works
Success with Google AdWords begins with choosing relevant keywords, having a relevant ad, and having that ad lead potential customers to a relevant page (aka landing page) that specifically sells
or promotes the content from the ad. In other words, you don’t
want to send a visitor from an AdWords ad to your home page,
instead you want them to go directly to a page that features the
specific product or service from your ad.
Let’s use a golf shop located in Missoula, Montana, as an example.
They want to let people in Missoula know that they do golf club
repairs. The first thing the golf shop would want to do is create a
specific landing page on their website that talks about their golf club
repair services. The page title would include the words, “Missoula
Golf Club Repair.” The description of the page would reinforce the
same keywords, and the content on the page would also include
those keywords (multiple times if it can be done naturally in the
page copy/text).
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Now the golf shop would create an ad in their AdWords account.
That ad would have the words “Missoula Golf Club Repair” in the
title, and a call to action (sales pitch) in the ad. Finally, the URL/
web page people get taken to by the ad should also contain the
words “missoula-golf-club-repair.” See how it all comes together?
Everything is based on a very tight synergy of specific content
and keywords.
Finally, they would choose keywords and phrases related to their
ad and landing page that would trigger their ad to appear in the
Google Sponsored Links area. The most obvious for our example
being, “Missoula Golf Club Repair.”
Another challenge in the process is that you have to be very concise with your ad. You’re only allowed 25 characters for your title,
70 characters for the ad/pitch, and 35 characters for the URL.
Now, if you have created your landing page as I described above,
I would be willing to bet a cup of coffee that you would show up
in the top few results on Google’s free/organic results. Which,
of course, leads me to ask—why pay for a click when you can get
one for free?

NOTES

Of course, there are many exceptions: a real estate agent in Miami
isn’t going to have the same luck because of all the competition.
Then again, if the organic results are highly competitive for your
type of business and region, I’m guessing that the PPC competition
is going to be pretty stiff as well. If this is the case, then you’re
really going to have to learn how to become very effective with both
free/organic SEO and PPC advertising.
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So how much will you pay when someone clicks your PPC ad? In
the case of the golf shop promoting their club repair service, it
may be less than 50-cents a click. A very fair price for a potential
customer. Of course, that price can be much higher (perhaps up
to a couple dollars for a click) if you don’t have your landing page
and ad reinforcing the same message and keywords. Google
rewards those that create relevant ads and landing pages with
lower prices per click, while they charge more for a click for those
that don’t match keywords and content tightly. That’s because
they want searchers to find what they’re looking for as easily as
possible. The more relevant your ad and landing page, the more
Google rewards you.
You’re going to have to do plenty of homework if you’re going to use
PPC advertising. Unlike incorporating free/organic SEO practices,
Google AdWords can get real expensive, real quick. Before you
ever get started, you’re going to want to dive deep into the free
resources and videos available from Google. You’ll also want to pick
up a few books; I started with AdWords for Dummies.
Finally, just so you have a framework for the vocabulary of AdWords,
here are just a few of the terms you’ll want to know:

Ad Scheduling
Google will allow you to control the days and times that your ads
may appear.
Ad Variations
You can choose to have multiple variations of ads based on the
keywords you’ve selected. This gives you the ability to see which of
your ads are most popular and cost effective.
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Average Cost-per-Click (Avg. CPC)
The average amount of money you pay when a person clicks your
ad. Google determines your average cost-per-click by totaling the
cost of all clicks and dividing it by the number of clicks you received
for that ad.
Average Position (Avg. Pos.)
Refers to the average spot on a search results page where your ad
will appear. There are usually eight possible positions in which an
ad will appear if it’s to make it on the first page of search results.
Campaign and Ad Group
Your account is organized into campaigns and ad groups. You’ll begin
with a campaign that has its own preferences (such as a daily budget). As you grow with AdWords, you’ll be able to have more than
one campaign running. You may also choose to make a campaign
for different products or services you want to promote. Within each
of your campaigns, you can have one or more ad groups. These
are sets of related ads, keywords, and placements.
Click
If a prospect notices your ad in search results and then clicks on it
to learn more about your pitch, it’s recorded in AdWords as a click.

NOTES

Clickthrough Rate (CTR)
The number of clicks your ad receives divided by how often your
ad appears. The higher your CTR, the more relevant your ad is to
potential customers. Your CTR is very important because it determines your keyword’s Quality Score. When you have a higher CTR
and Quality Score, you’ll save money on your clicks and be likely to
receive higher ad position.
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Content Network
You can run ads so they appear on websites and blogs that choose
to run GoogleAds. This is different than the ads that run in search
results. You’ll want to master the basics before you even consider
running ads on Google’s content network.
Geo-Targeting
This is the biggest advantage for small businesses that serve
a specific geographic region and want to use Google AdWords.
Geo-targeting lets you target your ads to specific locations. This
includes your city, town, region, or even a specific geographic area
by creating points on a Google map.
Image Ads
Google allows you to create image/banner ads that can appear on
other websites and blogs. Master the normal text ads in search
results before moving on to this option.
Impression (Impr.)
The number of times people see your ad (how often it’s displayed
in search results).
Keyword
The words, terms, or phrases you use to get your ad to appear.
Landing Page
A specific webpage you’ve created where customers will go to
when they click your ad. This page is also known as a “destination
or click-through URL.”
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Negative Keywords
These are very handy. You can prevent your ads appearing by adding
negative keywords in your campaign. Negative keywords contain
a – (minus sign) directly in front of a keyword. If you’re a small business accountant, you may want to add “–corporate” as a negative
keyword in your campaigns. There are many more good reasons to
utilize negative keywords. They’re very important so that you avoid
unnecessary ad impressions and possible clicks.
Optimization
The process of adjusting your campaigns so that you improve the
quality and performance of your ads.
Position Preference
You tell Google which ad position you would like your ad to appear
based on all the ads that are seen on a given page. The higher the
position, the more expensive it gets.
Quality Score
Very important. A quality score grades the relevance of your ad,
your keywords, and your landing page. The better your quality score,
the more cost-effective your ad.

NOTES

Standard Edition
This is the most common version of AdWords. There is also a simplified Starter Edition. Even if you’re an AdWords beginner, start
with the Standard Edition. There are just too many limitations in
the Starter Edition.
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Just as email marketing exploded in popularity a decade ago and blogs
exploded several years ago, so has the world of social media. Social media
can be a huge drain of time, but it also has its place, even for small businesses. The question isn’t, “Should I incorporate
social media into my online marketing mix?” The
Social media can
question is, “Which social media should I be using?”
be a huge drain of
There are five social media platforms that could be
a good match for your business. Let me introduce
you to all five. Then, we’ll dive into which may be
a good match for you.
1.

Twitter

2.

Facebook

3.

LinkedIn

4.

YouTube

5.

Flickr

time, but it also has
its place, even for
small businesses.

The reason social networking sites are so important is because they
provide more exposure for your business and your website. Not only to
people that you know, but for the network of people that they know (many
of whom are potential customers). In addition, social networking sites can
lead you to prospects who may have never found your business through
traditional online or offline methods.
Remember to add icons and links to social media sites you end up participating in on your website and even in your email signatures. You want
your entire online presence to work as magnets to one another. People
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who are part of social media networks will recognize these icons
and links and will often become part of your network.
If you’re not an Internet junkie and you’re too busy running your
business to get into social media, that’s okay. Just bring one into
play if you can, and let your growth into the business side of social
media occur naturally.
Let’s take a more in-depth look at the primary social media sites
that are most helpful to small business owners.

TWITTER

NOTES

Twitter is a solid social media venue for most any business or business owner. That’s because it doesn’t take much time to share
information. Right now, Twitter may be the simplest of the social
media to set up and begin sharing information about your business.
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You can have your Twitter page up in a few minutes and begin posting information immediately. You’ll be very surprised how little you
have to put into Twitter versus the exposure you’ll get in return.
If you’ve ever used instant or text messaging, then you have an
idea of the simplicity of using Twitter. Sure, you can use Twitter to
tell your “followers” what you had for lunch, but for you and I, it’s
all about sharing quick tips and information about our businesses.
When you create a Tweet (also known as a post, message or
update), you have 140 characters to do so. True, that’s not very
much. In fact, the two sentences you just read were just under
the limit. But in today’s world of attention and time deficits, Twitter
seems to fit in very nicely.
The thing that’s unique about Twitter is that anyone and everyone in
business can benefit from using it. It doesn’t matter if you’re a momand-pop retail shop, an on-the-go consultant, or a large company.
Once you get in the flow of posting a few times a week to Twitter
(once a day is even better), the followers that find you deliver great
return on your limited time investment.
I use Twitter primarily to share links to articles I find that I feel would
be of interest to my peers and small business owners like yourself.
You can follow me on twitter at http://twitter.com/greggmurray.
Here are some general tips on how to use Twitter for your small
business:
1.

Feel free to use your business name or your own name as your
Twitter “handle.” Try to use as few characters as reasonably
possible (you can use up to 15). If you’re a brick-and-mortar
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business, I’d consider using your business name. But if you
are your business (consultant, real estate agent, service
professional, etc.), I would use your own name.
You have up to 140 characters for your Tweets.

3.

Your Twitter bio allows you 160 characters to add information about you or your business. Use them wisely.

4.

You can add a picture to your Twitter page. If you have a
personal Twitter name, you’d probably want to use a professional photo of yourself. If your Twitter name reflects your
business, you probably want to use your logo or a photo of
your store/business/location.

5.

Once you’ve got things set up, begin to follow people in
your area. There’s a website at http://www.twellow.com/
twellowhood that allows you to click a map and find others
in your area to follow.

6.

There are a few ways to get more followers (potential customers). Follow others, post Tweets often (at least once a
day), and post content that will be of interest to others in
your area related to your business.

7.

You’ll find there are only a handful of terms you need to know
to understand how to make the most of your Twitter experience. They include following, followers, tweet, @username,
direct message (DM), retweet (RT), and hashtag (#).

8.

You can include links to websites (including your own, of
course) in your tweets when relevant. The downside is that
URLs can often be very long. But there are super simple
free services out there that will allow you to paste in a long
URL, click a button, and get a much smaller URL to put into
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your tweets (who knows how they do it). The most popular
is http://www.bit.ly.
9.

You don’t have to be stuck to your computer to use Twitter.
There are dozens of free applications available to all the smart
phones that let you utilize Twitter from anywhere. Just do a
Google search or visit your phone apps store. Most of them
are free or just a few dollars.

10. Be casual and friendly in your tweets. You can post articles
and blog posts, offer coupons and discounts, post pictures
of your business (free service at http://www.twitpic.com),
and even let people learn more about you.
Remember to put a link and icon to your Twitter account on your
website, as well as a link in your email signature.
For more information, take a look at the Twitter 101 Special Guide
for business and see some case studies of how other small businesses are using Twitter at http://business.twitter.com/twitter101.

FACEBOOK
Facebook started as, and still is, a social networking site that allows
us to share and keep in touch with friends and family, new and old. In
its simplest form of just being on Facebook, it’s also a mini-marketing
tool. That’s because there’s an area that you can add your website
address and information about yourself and your business.
But Facebook also allows your business to have its own business
page as well. Facebook pages are most beneficial for businesses
and organizations that have more of a community-based appeal,
such as restaurants, bars, and charities.
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The first step for getting your business on Facebook is to get yourself
on Facebook. You can get started at http://www.facebook.com.
Here are a few things you can do with your Facebook business page.
U

Advertise upcoming events, promotions, or sales.

U

Post pictures related to your business.

U

Add videos you think would be helpful/interesting to your fans.

U

Add links to articles you think are helpful/interesting to
your fans.

U

Share a bit more about you, the business owner, than you
would elsewhere.

NOTES

To learn more about creating a Facebook Business Page, visit http://
www.facebook.com/advertising/?pages.
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When going through the process of setting up your Facebook business page, keep the following tips in mind:
1.

Be careful to pick the proper category for your business,
because it’s not easy to change if you make a mistake or
change your mind.

2.

Create a short and relevant description about your business.
Remember, Facebook is an informal online space, so don’t
be stuffy. Have fun.

3.

Use your logo or a picture of your store/location as your
profile picture.

Once you Like your business page on Facebook (also referred to as
being a Fan), your friends on Facebook (some of whom are likely
customers) will see a message on their Facebook home page that
you Like your business. Now, some of your Facebook friends will also
Like (become Fans of) your business. That’s when the networking
begins as friends of friends notice your business on Facebook. You
can also send a message to your personal Facebook friends and
ask them to Like your new Facebook business page.
The good news about a Facebook business page is that people who
aren’t even in your network (or extended network) of Facebook
friends will come across your new page by accident or through
a search (which is why it’s a good idea to use keywords in your
business description). When people come across your business
page, they can click the Like icon and become a Facebook fan of
your business.
Remember to put a link and icon to your Facebook business page
on your website, as well as a link in your email signature.
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By the way, there’s even a WordPress plugin that will automatically
put your new blog posts on your Facebook business page. You can
get it here: http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/wordbook (much
more on WordPress plugins coming up).
You can find my Facebook business page at http://www.facebook
.com/websiteblueprint.
For more information mastering Facebook for business, start with
the book, Facebook Marketing for Dummies.

LINKEDIN

NOTES

LinkedIn is probably the least-hyped, most underappreciated social
media platform. While Facebook and Twitter get all the publicity,
there are a lot of business connections being made through LinkedIn.
You’ll definitely want a LinkedIn page if you’re a small business owner,
especially if you’re any type of service professional, such as an
accountant, dentist, designer, real estate agent, consultant, etc.
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1.

The first step is to get your own LinkedIn account at http://
www.linkedin.com.

2.

You’ll want to set up a profile for yourself that focuses on
your business.
Be sure to use your business email address and not an email
service provider address (such as @gmail, @yahoo or @
verizon). Keep it professional.
You’ll be asked in the setup process how you want to use
LinkedIn (the process is simple). Make your choices and save
your settings.
LinkedIn will send you an email asking you to confirm your
request to set up a profile. Click the acceptance link in this
email.

3.

Next, fill out your profile. LinkedIn even gives you a progress
graph to let you know how far along you are in the process.
Even if you can’t get to 100% early on, completing your profile
will really help you build your LinkedIn network.

4

Fill in all the information they ask, including your contact
information, current position/job/business, education, and
a description about what you do. Use your description not
only to provide a paragraph or two about your company, but
also to give your business a soft sell with benefits that others visiting your profile may find inviting.

5.

There’s a section in the profile setup that will allow you to add
a link to your website and blog. When you add your URLs for
your website and blog, be sure to select Other in the dropdown box and type the name of your business and your blog.
Otherwise, the default when someone wants to click on the
link will just say, My Website and My Blog.
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6.

In the Interests section, add some information about yourself from a personal perspective. It will add a bit more personality to your LinkedIn profile. Like any networking, letting
people know “you” is a great way to create more business
relationships.

7.

You’ll be asked about the groups and associations you’re a
part of. Include as many as you can. These names will help
others find you. Be sure to save your changes before exiting.

8.

You’ll want to make sure you fill out your profile as completely
as possible. Even if you don’t do it all at once. You can always
go back and add/edit later. There are two reasons it’s so
important to complete your profile.
First, it makes you appear to be an active part of the community.
Second, it provides more opportunities to be found through
searches. Remember to sprinkle in the name of your town/
city and keywords that others may be searching for so more
prospects and connections come across your profile.

9.

Add your photo. Hopefully, you have a professional .jpg image
headshot of yourself. This should be the main image for your
LinkedIn profile. Resist the temptation to use your company
logo. LinkedIn is a social media network, first and foremost
about people. Share your own photo so people can get to
know the face behind your business.

NOTES

10. You’ll be given the opportunity to customize your LinkedIn
URL (your own LinkedIn web address). Feel free to use your
own name or your business name.
You can find mine at http://www.linkedin.com/in/green
briermedia.
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11. Once your website’s blog is set up, LinkedIn has a simple
application that automatically adds your blog posts to your
LinkedIn profile page. Take advantage of this. After all, the
more places you can share more information about your
company, the better. Just do a Google search for “WordPress
LinkedIn Application.”
12. If you’re on Twitter, there’s even an application that will add
your latest Tweets to your LinkedIn page automatically: http://
learn.linkedin.com/twitter.
13. One way you can build your LinkedIn connections is to answer
questions pertaining to your area of expertise from other
LinkedIn users. If you’re only doing business locally, there’s
not a huge advantage of using this part of LinkedIn. However,
if you do business nationally, definitely take advantage of this
opportunity to help others. It will build your connections and
make others see you as an authority in your field.
14. Build your network of connections. LinkedIn allows you to
search your address book for others you already know that
are on LinkedIn. This is a great first step to building your
LinkedIn network. It’s your friends, colleagues, and customers that will give you a LinkedIn jump start.
15. You’ll want to find groups to add to your profile. There are
lots of them that you might be interested in (and many with
members that may be interested in you). They’re all available
for you to join for free on LinkedIn.
To find groups to join, add keywords (your industry, city,
interests, etc.) into the Search Groups search field at the top
of the page. Once you see groups you’re interested in, you’ll
click a link to request being added to that group. As long as
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you and your business are relevant to the group, you’ll most
likely receive an acceptance email.
During the process of signing up for groups, there are some
communication choices you can make. I usually uncheck the
boxes to receive email updates from the group. But I do
choose to display their logo on my profile. Whatever choices
you make in regard to receiving communications from the
group, you can always go back and change them later.
16. Give and receive recommendations. Testimonials are important for establishing trust and credibility. LinkedIn makes this
a very simple process. There is only one best way to build
your LinkedIn recommendations: give them to others and
request them in return.

NOTES

17. Once you’re set up with LinkedIn, always be on the lookout
for others to become connections. LinkedIn continuously
displays potential connections on the right hand side of the
page. Click the links to those that you know and request they
join your network. The more people you connect to, the more
who will find and connect to you.
Here’s an insider’s tip to finding more people to connect to:
click the Contacts link on the left side of your profile page.
Once you’re looking at your current connections, look for the
round icon and underlined number to the right of any of your
contacts. By clicking that number, you’ll be able to see all of
the connections to that person who you already know. You’ll
be sure to find many more potential connections you may
already know by viewing all of those in your current friend/
colleague/customer’s network.
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Remember to put a link and icon to your LinkedIn profile on
your website (especially your About Us and/or Contact page),
as well as a link to your profile in your email signature.

YOUTUBE AND FLICKR
There are two more social networking websites that can be very
important to many small business owners: YouTube and Flickr.
YouTube (as I’m sure you know) is the most popular video sharing
site; Flickr (which is less well known to the general public) is the
most popular photo-sharing site.
YouTube and Flickr can play an important dual role for small business owners.
1.

Both sites fall under the umbrella of social networking sites,
so you get the benefit of having your business-related videos
and photo albums (and ultimately your business and website)
exposed to potential customers.

2.

Both sites have the huge benefit of allowing you to easily and
seamlessly add (“embed”) business-related videos and photo
albums to your own website and blog.
YouTube and/or Flickr may or may not serve a purpose for
your small businesses web presence. But if there’s any reason why you may need to embed a video or photo album to
your website, you will definitely want to take advantage of
YouTube and Flickr.
Wondering how adding videos or photo albums can help
your business online? First, videos and photo albums on
your website add personality. It’s also a great way to share
visual aspects of your business that both attract and connect with prospects and customers. Some examples would
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be a video/photo tour of your facility, video client testimonials, video/images from an event, or even a PowerPoint
presentation made into a video presentation. Best of all,
just like all social media, it’s free.

YouTube

NOTES

Your first step with YouTube is to create an account. YouTube is
owned by Google, so if you already have a Google or Google Apps
account (and you should by now), then you already have a YouTube
account as well. Just use your Google username and password to
login: http://www.youtube.com.
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Once you’re logged into YouTube, you’ll want to personalize your
YouTube Channel. Hover your mouse over your username at the top
of the page and select Account. This is where you can update your
profile and the look of your channel. You’ll find YouTube to be another
great online space to promote your company and website address.
It also looks great when a potential customer comes across your
channel by accident while browsing YouTube.
Once you have your first video file that you want to upload to YouTube
and embed on your website or blog, here’s how it’s done:
1.

Log in to YouTube and click the Upload icon/link in the top
right hand corner of the page. You’ll then be directed to
upload the video from your computer. It can be up to 2 gb in
size and up to 10 minutes long. It will take a while for your
video to upload.

2.

While your video is uploading, remember to give it a Title,
Description, and Tags (keywords).
Always include the location (your town and city), as well as
your web address in the description.
Your title should include keywords, such as: “Cranberry Fitness
Center Facility Tour Cranberry, PA.”
You’ll also want to make sure your keyword tags are separated by commas, such as, “cranberry fitness center, gym
tour, cranberry, pa,” etc.
The title, description, and tags will play the biggest role in
others coming across your video on YouTube and hopefully
visiting your website.
You’ll also be asked to choose a category for your video.
Just click the drop-down arrow and select whatever is most
relevant.
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3.

You can always see your videos by clicking your username at
the top of the page.
Once your video has uploaded, you can choose to embed/add
it to your website or create a link to it from your website.

4.

Click the name of the video you want to share.
On the right side of the page, you should see the URL of the
video (its location on YouTube) and some code under it next
to the word, Embed. If there’s space on your web page for
the video (if not, try to make room), you or your web designer
will copy the code provided and paste it into website or blog.
Now others can see your new video directly from your site.

5.

By the way, there are a couple options to adjust before
copying the embed code. Look for the little gear icon to
the right of the embed code snippet. From here you can
uncheck Include Related Videos (recommended) and decide
how large or small you want the video to appear on your
site. The default is 425x344 pixels. But if that happens to
be too big or small for the space on your web page, you can
change the size here.

Following are some starter ideas of videos you can create and
upload to YouTube and share on your website or blog.
A general marketing web video about your business.

U

A video tour of your business.

U

Video of a recent promotion or event.
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U

If you’re giving a public talk on your area of expertise, have
it videotaped.

U

Create a professional video of yourself welcoming visitors to
your website.

U

If you’ve done a PowerPoint presentation, turn it into a flash
file and upload it. Do a search for “free powerpoint to flash
software.”

U

Have someone who has interviewing skills interview you.

U

Give some short how-to video tips; http://www.askthebuilder
.com is great at this.

U

Video customer testimonials.

U

Have a professional video produced to explain your business
or service.

U

Introduce your staff on video for a personal touch.

U

Answer common questions your potential customers might
have (good to incorporate in your interview video as well).

U

Have you had a TV commercial produced for your business?
Upload it to YouTube.

U

Video of your booth at a trade show.
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Remember to always pay attention to the quality of your videos.
The more professional and polished, the better it reflects on you
and your business.
If you find you enjoy using YouTube and you want to use it for your
personal or family life, create another account. We don’t want to
mix your personal videos with your business videos.
Once you have a few videos uploaded to YouTube, include an icon/link
on your website that links to your YouTube channel. Also remember
to create a link to your YouTube channel for your email signature.

NOTES

Flickr: Adding Photos to Your Website
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Don’t get yourself confused about the normal images that are part
of your website as having anything to do with Flickr. While your
company logo, a photo of your business, or images of your staff
are a normal part of your website, Flickr serves its purpose most
effectively for collections of photos, which are often referred to as
photo albums. (Flickr calls them sets.)
While Flickr provides another social networking venue for your
business and place for your website to be found, its true beauty
is that you can upload groups of images to Flickr, create a set of
those images, and embed them into your website or blog as a very
slick “slideshow.”
Flickr is free and is owned by Yahoo! And although we’ll be utilizing
Flickr for business, keep in mind that Flickr is a community primarily
of photo-enthusiasts. It is one of the most visited sites on the web.
In order to get a Flickr account, you’ll need a Yahoo account/ID
to sign up. You can sign up by going to http://www.flickr.com and
clicking the Create Your Account button.
Once you’ve joined, you can begin adding your photos and images
to Flickr. This could include a photo album/set of your facility or an
album/set of photos taken at a recent promotion or event.
The process of uploading images to Flickr and embedding them to
your website is very similar to YouTube.
1.

Once you’re logged in, click the big Upload Photos link.

2.

Select the photos you want to upload from your computer.
(It’s easier if you’ve already created a folder for them on your
computer.)
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3.

Be sure to keep the privacy setting on Public and then click
the Upload Photos button.

4.

After the images have uploaded, click the Add a Description
link.

5.

There are a few things you’ll want to do at this point.
a.

First, give each image a title. (Remember to include
keywords that may be searched for when a potential
customer is on Flickr, especially your town/city.)

b.

Give each photo a short description (definitely a place
to repeat keywords and include your business name,
location, and website address).

c.

Add a few tags (keywords) separated by commas. You
don’t have to do this individually for each image. You can
use the Add Tags field above your images under the pink
Batch Operations heading.

Finally, create a set (a Flickr folder/album) for your group of
images.
Just click the Create a New Set link and give the set a short,
descriptive, unique name. You can also add a description to
your new set/group/folder. Use this so you can repeat all your
essential information again (keywords, website address, etc.).

7.

You’re finished. Click the Save button at the bottom of the
page.

8.

Now you can get this set of photos and add/embed them to
your website.
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Start by clicking the image representing your new set. If you
can’t find it, just click the word You on the top left of the page
and you’ll see your sets over to the right.
Once your set/album is opened, click Slideshow on the top
right of the page.
Now click the Share link in the top right of the page. (If it
disappears during the slideshow, just hover your mouse over
the slideshow and it will reappear.)
Click the Customize This HTML link. Now you can chose
the size at which you’d like the slideshow to appear on your
website.
Finally, copy the HTML code at the bottom of the page and
put it into your website or blog wherever you want it.
9.

If you only need a link to the slideshow, copy the code next
to Grab the URL while you are viewing your photos in the
slideshow mode. It’s within the Share link in the top right of
the page.

Don’t forget to take advantage of your Flickr online space to include
your company logo and all of your business profile information. Just
click You and Your Account or You and Your Profile.
Be sure to take a moment and search in Flickr groups for your
town, city, or region. You may find some relevant groups in your
area. If you do, you can share your own photos with the group (a
networking technique) or you may want to make comments on
someone else’s photos. Either way, it’s just another simple way to
tastefully get your business name and website address in front of
more people (potential customers).
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You’ll want to remember that it is against the Terms of Service with
Flickr to post photos specifically for the purposes of advertising your
company, products, or services. However, by becoming an active
contributor to the Flickr community, there’s nothing at all wrong
with sharing pictures relating to your business that others in your
community would find interesting. See the Flickr Terms of Service
(link at the bottom of Flickr home page) for more information.
If you find you enjoy using Flickr and you want to use it for your
personal or family life, create another account. You don’t want to
mix your personal photos with your business photos.

NOTES

Once you have a few photo sets uploaded to Flickr, include an icon/
link on your website that links to your Flickr page. Also remember
to create a link to your Flickr page in your email signature.
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MAINTENANCE, UPKEEP, AND THE BIG BACKUP
Once your website is online and you’re up and running, you’re going to
want a game plan for the maintenance, upkeep, and backup of your site
and online marketing resources (such as your email marketing, blog posts,
social media, etc.). When you have an online
presence that serves as a marketing tool, there
Today, you need
are always new things to be added, changes that
more help because
need to be made, and backups and checkups that
it’s crucial to have
need to be performed. Problem is, you have a
assistance on the
business to run.
techie, as well as
web marketing
side of your web
presence (these
are two unique
sets of skills).

Only a few years ago, a webmaster could do everything for you and take care of all your maintenance.
Life was simple then. Today, you need more help
because it’s crucial to have assistance on the
techie, as well as web marketing side of your web
presence (these are two unique sets of skills). It will be up to you to decide
how much you can do yourself and what responsibilities you may want to
spread out to others (either by hiring in-house or getting freelance help).
Let’s get a big picture of what needs to be done with regard to your maintenance, upkeep, and backups, and let you decide who’s going to be best
for the job. I’ll give you my suggestions as we go through this list.

Adding New Content to Your Website
U If it’s a simple text/copy addition or adjustment, give it a try yourself.
That’s the beauty of using WordPress. These changes are simple
with their CMS (content management system).
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If it includes images or something more complex, your web
person may want to do it.

Have your web person show you what they’re doing through a
screen-sharing program like gotomeeting.com or logmein.com.
That way you may be able to take care of something later that you
currently think is too difficult.

Adding New Blog Posts
U This is something you or someone on your staff can do. It’s
not hard. You can have your web person show you how to
do a few, then you should have it mastered. It’s simple to do
through your WordPress control panel.
Managing Your Backups
U You should be able to do this all yourself. You may need to
have your web person show you once if you’re unsure about
something, but after that you or someone on your staff can
take care of this responsibility.
There are complete details on how to manage your backups
coming up.
Anything That’s Done through Your BlueHost Control Panel
U You may want to try it because you can always contact
BlueHost with questions. If you get stuck or have problems,
you can ask your web person to help you.

NOTES

Anything That’s Done through Your Aweber Email Marketing
Service
U You may want to give it a try because you can always contact
Aweber with questions. If you get stuck or have problems,
you can ask your web person to help you.
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Working with Your Social Media Resources
U You or a member of your team should be able to manage
this. If you get stuck or have problems, you can ask your web
person to help you.
Anything Involving Your Google Apps Account
U Once you get things up and running, you or a member of
your staff should be able to manage everything. There will
be some things at the beginning your web person will want
to help you with (if you use Gmail for Business, getting your
Analytics [web stats] code on to your website, setting up a
new feed in Feedburner and getting that into your blog and
Aweber, getting the proper file uploaded for your Webmaster
Central account, etc.).
Changes to Your Website that Are More Than Just Adding
Text and Images
U Don’t try it. Let your web pro do it.
Changing Settings within Your WordPress Control Panel
U There may be some obvious changes you can do, but I would
always ask your web pro to do it and explain what they’re
doing. That way you can learn more tricks over time.

YOUR BACKUP GAME PLAN
I’m a backup freak. But that comes from bad experiences and
learning the hard way. I want you to be a backup freak as well.
There are only a few areas in which we need to focus if you’re
going to have a super safe backup game plan. Let’s take a look
at each of them.
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Your WEBSITE INFO Folder on Your Computer
Nothing difficult here. In the Getting Organized section I covered the
simplest way to back up this folder. Go back and give it a review.
Your Email
Even if you’re now utilizing online email like Google Mail for Business
from your Google Apps account, you can still have it download locally
to your desktop Outlook, Entourage, or Mail email program. It’s
always good to have the local backup. If you’re getting your email
through one of these desktop programs, be sure the file/folder that
holds all your email data is being backed up on your local backup
USB storage device and online with Carbonite.com (see the Let’s
Get Organized section for more info on this).
Backing Up Your Website and Blog
This may sound confusing, but the files and folders that make up your
website and blog are located in one place and the mySQL database
that’s backing up the content (text, uploaded images, blog posts,
etc.) is in another place. Don’t get freaked out if you’re a little (or
a lot) confused by this. It took me a while to wrap my head around
the concept as well. Here’s how to back up both.
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The files and folders that allow your website and blog to be
seen online are inside a master folder on your server. Your
web host (BlueHost.com) should be keeping a backup of these
for you, but this is for their use if their server goes down. You
still need to download these folders to your local computer
or a backup hard drive every once in a while. I suggest a few
times as your website is being customized, once when the
customization is finished, and once a month thereafter.
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You’ll want an FTP program to do this (or have your web
person or a geek you know do it for you).
Simply open your website’s master folder (in BlueHost it’s
called “public_html”) and drag those files/folder at one time
into a backup folder you’ve created in your local WEBSITE INFO
folder. It’s not any harder than that. If you can have someone
show you how to do it once, you’ll be able to do it yourself in
the future. You just have to pay attention while you’re doing
this so you don’t screw anything up on your server. It’s a
simple select all-copy-paste (or drag all) procedure.
Once your server files are on your local computer, rightclick the folder containing everything and “zip it up.” This
compresses all those files so they take up a little less space
while they just sit there on your computer.
U

The content you add to webpages and blog through your
WordPress control panel are much easier to back up. All
that information is stuffed into a single mySQL database
that can be accessed via your BlueHost.com control panel.
Fortunately, there is a free WordPress plugin that can email
you a backup of your mySQL database every week. Sweet!
Every week when I get mine, I download the single attachment to a folder on my local computer (yours will go in your
WEBSITE INFO folder) and then I just archive the email. That’s
all there is to it. Now, if the content on my website or blog
ever blows up (whatever that means), your web person should
have it all back online for you in no time by re-importing your
mySQL database file.
You can find that plugin at http://wordpress.org/extend/
plugins/wp-dbmanager (more info on plugins coming up in
the WordPress Tour section).
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TAKING A TEST DRIVE
Picture this: A potential customer comes to your website to get
directions to your store. It’s early March, but you still have a Happy
New Year image on your home page (bad on so many levels). Having
outdated content on your website makes you look unprofessional.
That’s why taking the occasional test drive through the pages of
your site and email marketing materials is worthwhile. How often?
For most small businesses, I’d say once every couple months is
sufficient, more frequently if your content changes often. Here are
some of the steps I take during my website test drive:
Visit every page on your website and read through all your
content. All up to date? Good.

2.

Click on every page and make sure all your images are still
there. Have you ever been to a website where there’s a red
x at the place where an image was supposed to be? Not
good.

3.

Go to the navigation bar at the top and bottom of your web
page. (Yes, navigation links at the top and bottom of your
site are a good idea.) Click each of the links for each of the
pages. All functional?

4.

What about the copyright info? Got the current year on
there?

5.

Now fill out the email marketing form you have on your site.
Did it work? Did you get back the auto-responder email from
yourself? Is everything on the auto-responder email still
current?

NOTES
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6.

How about grammar, spelling, and punctuation? This is one
that I always have a problem getting right. It’s very important
that you get your website proofed by a pro whenever possible.

7.

Finally, ask a business colleague or friend to take the same
steps. You’ll be amazed how often they’ll catch something
that you didn’t.

8.

Log in to your Google Webmaster Central account and make
sure Google is not seeing any missing pages or bad links.

9.

If you’ve incorporated any social media sites, go to them and
make sure there isn’t anything on them that you don’t want
to be public anymore.

10. If you’ve created lots of blog posts, make sure there isn’t
anything that’s old that shouldn’t be public anymore.
Links that lead to a dead page, images that don’t appear, and content that’s no longer relevant reflects poorly on you and your business. Take that occasional test drive just to make sure everything
is always correct and up to date.

GOOGLE ANALYTICS AND WEB STATS
Every website owner should have easy access to their web stats
(who’s visiting, how many, where are they from, etc.). The best
program out there to track this information is also free. It’s Google
Analytics, and you can access it with your Google Apps account
username and password at http://www.google.com/analytics.
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Here are just a few of the things you’ll know about your website
with Google Analytics:
How many visitors are finding your site.

U

What keywords they’re using to find your site.

U

What percentage of visitors are new or returning.

NOTES
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U

What geographical location your visitors are coming from.

U

What web pages they are entering from and what pages
they are exiting from.

U

How many pages they view.

U

What is your bounce rate (people who visit only one page
and leave).

U

What websites/links your visitors are coming from.

U

What percentage of visitors find your website from search
engines (and which ones).

U

What other sites are visitors clicking links on to get to your
site.

Here’s how your web person will get Google Analytics added to your
website/blog:
1.

Log in to your Google Analytics account (use your Google
username/password).

2.

Click the Add Website Profile link.

3.

Make sure the button is checked for Add a Profile for a New
Domain.

4.

Enter your web address.

5.

Select your zone country or territory.

6.

Select your time zone.
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7.

Click the Finish button.

8.

You’ll see a page appear with some HTML code under the
heading, “Paste this code on your site.”

Copy this tracking code, paste it into an email, and send it to your
web person to put into your website.
9

That’s it! Now in a few days, you’ll be able to log into your
Google Analytics account and begin seeing your web stats
and analytics information.

It’s easy once you begin viewing your web stats to micromanage
the numbers. Don’t read too much into all of the information at
first. Although you’ll find the data interesting, it will take a couple
months before you can begin to get a feel for what the numbers
mean. Then you can use that data to make future adjustments to
your pages and content so your website/blog become an even more
effective marketing tool.
One convenient thing you can do is have Google Analytics automatically email you a new PDF report every week. That way, you can
get an overview of the information and log in if you want to dive
deeper into the data.
Here’s how to get your web stats emailed to you:
Log in to Google Analytics account.

2.

Click the View Report link so your dashboard of stats appears.

3.

Click the email icon near the top of the page.
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4.

Click the Schedule tab.

5.

Make sure the box is checked for Send to Me.

6.

Be sure the Format is clicked to PDF.

7.

Select the Date Range/Schedule drop-down arrow so you
can indicate how often you’d like to have the report emailed
to you.

8.

Click the Schedule button at the bottom, and you’re good to
go. Now, you’ll get a snapshot of your web stats sent to you
via email at the frequency you selected.

You can always go back and change this information anytime you’d like.
There is a massive amount of tracking you can do with Google
Analytics. If you’re the typical small business owner, I’m guessing
you’ll never use 80% of what Google Analytics can do. Don’t worry
about that. Learn what you want and understand the basics that
are easy to digest. As time passes, at least you know you have a
solid foundation to learn more if needed.
As you get started, here are some of Google Analytics terms you
many want to know. You can find more in the resources section of
your account.
U

bounce rate—the percentage of visits that indicate someone
left your site on the page that they entered. In other words,
they clicked in and clicked out without visiting a second page.
The lower the percentage, the better.
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click—when a visitor clicks a link from one of your pages to
another.

U

code—anything written in a language intended for computers
to interpret.

U

default page—usually your home page (unless you’ve told
Google Analytics differently).

U

IP address—a numeric address that identifies a specific
computer or device (example: 192.168.0.1).

U

keyword—a specific word or phrase used by a visitor to find
your site.

U

landing page—the first page someone visits on your website
(also known as an entrance page).

U

navigation—the movements a visitor takes as they browse
through your website.

U

new visitor—when someone accesses your website for the
first time.

U

no referral—indicates a visitor got to your website by directly
typing your URL (website address) into their browser to get
to your site. It can also mean they accessed your site from
their saved bookmarks/favorites.

U

OS (operating system)—the system a visitor is using on their
computer. Such as Windows XP or MacOS.
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U

page—most any file or page that would generally be considered a web document. Image files, style sheets (.css), and
javascript (.js) don’t count.

U

pageview—pretty obvious. An HTML or similar page that
includes your Google tracking code.

U

referrals—when a link is clicked from another website to your
website.

U

referrer—the website that brings a visitor to your site.

U

returning sessions—the number of times visitors returned
to your website during a specific time frame.

U

session (aka visit)—the time in which a visitor is at your site.
A session ends when a visitor exits your site, closes their
browser, or is inactive on your site for 30 minutes.

U

source—the origin of a referral. Such as a search engine,
an email newsletter, or a referring website.

U

tracking code—the snippet of code that’s added to your web
pages to make your web stats possible.

U

visitor —the number of different people who visited your
website.

Finally, you’ll want to remove your own IP address (computer web
browsers from your location) from the stats that Google Analytics
tracks. After all, you want a true representation of who’s visiting
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your site, and the more you’re on your own site, the less reliable
your web stats will be. Here’s how it’s done:
1.

Log in to your Google Analytics account.

2.

Click the link in the bottom right of your main Google Analytics
page, called Filter Manager.

3.

Click the + Add Filter link located in the grayish box.

4.

Enter a name for this filter. Exclude Office IP or Exclude Home
IP, for instance.

5.

Next, choose Exclude All Traffic from an IP Address in the
drop-down box.

6

Finally, add the IP address that you want to exclude from
your web stats. You need to add a few backslashes “\” in a
few spots of your IP address. To see how, click the link on
the right side of the page that says, “How can I exclude my
internal traffic from my reports?”

7

You can find your IP address in seconds on the top of the
page at http://www.whatismyip.com.

You’re now all set with Google Analytics. Have fun!

LEARNING RESOURCES

NOTES

Now that you’ve completed the Website Blueprint journey, I hope
you have all the pieces of the puzzle you need in order to have an
online presence that will attract, persuade, and connect. As you
move forward, your specific situation will determine what you need
to learn more about so that you’re maximizing your web presence.
For instance, you may be in a hypercompetitive region and need to
become very knowledgeable with SEO. It may be that social media
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will be a great extension to reach out and connect to your prospects
and customers. Or it could be that your customers really benefit
and respond to your expertise, and you want to know more about
becoming great with your blog and email marketing. Regardless,
you’ll want to keep learning.

Books
I can’t imagine there would be any aspect of your web presence that
you couldn’t fully enough understand by reading any of the Dummies
books by Wiley Publishing. You can find them all at www.amazon
.com or www.dummies.com. You’ll find there is a Dummies book on
all the major topics we’ve covered in Website Blueprint.
When buying books or any learning materials, remember to check
their publishing date. Things can change quickly and a book that
hasn’t been updated in a couple years may be a bit dated.
Here are some books I’ve read that have helped me:
Search Engine Optimization for Dummies
E-Mail Marketing for Dummies
Web Marketing for Dummies
WordPress for Dummies
HTML for Dummies
Web Anaytics for Dummies
AdWords for Dummies
The New Rules of Marketing and PR
Google Analytics 2.0
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Web Design for ROI
WordPress Complete
Unlimited Guide to Search Engine Optimization
The Non-Designer’s Web Book
Visual HTML
Facebook Marketing
Twitter Power
Twitter Tips, Tricks, and Tweets
Landing Page Optimization
Words that Sell
Phrases that Sell
The Elements of Style
The PC is not a Typewriter
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Podcasts
If you have an iTunes account (free), you can listen to specialized
radio-style talk shows on your computer or download them to your
iPod (hey, a business expense!). I’ve learned a lot while listening to
podcasts while on the road, at the gym, or sitting at my computer.
There are many good podcasts you can download to learn about
specific topics you want to master. Use the iTunes Podcast store
and do some searching. You can keep the Podcasts that are helpful
and simply unsubscribe to the ones that are not. It’s free.
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Google Search
Sometimes I think all the answers to any of our questions are on
Google. Have one? Just go to Google and ask it. There is rarely a
time the answer I’m looking for is not right there on the first page.
Make your first search, “google search tips” or “google search
basics.” This will help you master finding what you want much faster.
Here’s a link that will make you a pro at searching for information
on Google: http://www.google.com/intl/en/help/basics.html.
Blogs
Another place with all the answers is on blogs. You’ll end up coming
across the best ones when you’re browsing or searching for good
information on Google.
Audible.com
Audible is a membership-based service where you can download
audio books to listen to on your computer and iPod. I’ve found
hours of good material on Audible regarding all aspects of small
business, marketing, and web development. It’s another good use
for your time in the car or at the gym. An account to audible.com
is $14.95 per month.
YouTube.com
YouTube is not just a great place to post your own videos, it’s a
great place to find information on how to do stuff. If you’re doing
something too techie and you need some help, go see if someone
has already produced a video of the process on YouTube.
Search.Twitter.com
Hopefully, you’ll be getting yourself a Twitter account. Once you’re
signed up, go to search.twitter.com and search some topics you
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want to learn more about. You’ll find many consultants to follow
who provide links to a lot of helpful information.

NOTES

Lynda.com
When I knew I was going to have to be an expert in many kinds of
software involved with web marketing and web development, I bought
a membership at www.lynda.com for a few months (only $25 a
month). They produce amazing high-end, in-depth videos on almost
any aspect of web development. As much as I’d like you to contract
out as much as possible to a web pro, you may have to save money
and get your hands dirty at times. At www.lynda.com I learned the
most about working with website building programs and software.
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chapter 12: a wordpress tour
Years ago, when we brought our newborn home from the hospital, something very intimidating happened. After we got in the house, we took Alex
to his new room and laid him in his crib. As I looked down at him, the
thought hit me: “Now what am I supposed to do?” We were alone with
this baby. No more nurses around, no grandparents in the house, no one
but us. Well, one day your website will be finished,
and you will be left alone with your new online
One day your
baby…your WordPress control panel (also known
website will be
as your WordPress admin). If you’ve reached this
finished, and you
point, read on.
will be left alone
with your new
online baby.

You’ll access or log in to your WordPress control
panel online, which is nice, because you can change
or add to your website and blog from anywhere
you have a computer and Internet connection. You will log in from yourdomainname.com/wp-admin. Your web designer/developer will provide you
with a username and password (and you can change it or create new ones
once you’re logged in). Nearly every adjustment you’ll ever make with your
new website and blog will happen from this control panel.
Getting your head around the WordPress control panel is not going to
be as daunting as you might think. That’s because, just like all the other
software and online services you’ve used (email, PowerPoint, Word, Excel,
Facebook, etc.), there are only a handful of links and buttons that you’ll ever
click. The rest of them you’ll rarely, if ever, touch. You’ll make it just fine!
Once your website is online, keep this section nearby as a reference. In
addition, I hope you’ll dive even deeper into what your WordPress control
panel can do. I recommend you pick up WordPress for Dummies and keep
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it by your side. It will be a big help as an extra reference guide for
the future, especially to learn more about links and areas I don’t
get into deep enough in the information that follows.
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The first thing you’ll notice when you’re logged in is that there’s a
lot there. Fortunately, it’s well organized into sections. Each of us
has our own workflow and places we’ll go in our WordPress control
panel (WPCP). Although there will be links and buttons we need
to know, there are also a lot of things we don’t have to pay much
(or any) attention to. This is nice to realize up front. Because by
mentally eliminating areas/buttons/links we probably won’t click or
visit, we can focus on the places where we will spend our time. And
if it helps you, I don’t think I’ve ever clicked any of the links in the big
center area of the WPCP home page (see image). That eliminates
a lot to think about!

The Power of Plugins
Before we go further, just a note that I’ll be going deeper into
plugins as we move forward. These are free tools/applications
that are installed to your WordPress control panel and make it
possible for WordPress to be even more powerful and convenient. Plugins play a big role in why WordPress is so beneficial.
They allow your website to grow with your business. There are
plugins for contact forms, Google Analytics (your web stats),
ecommerce, automatic backups, SEO help, and so much more.
I’ll list my favorites later on. Just remember, if there’s something
you want your website to do, there’s probably a free plugin out
there that will do it for you.
Let’s Click Some Links and Buttons
There’s no better place to start than the top of the page, let’s move
left to right. Look for the title of your WPCP and a button that says
Visit Site. This is helpful in case you want to quickly take a look at
your site. You can always click the Back button in your Internet
browser to return to the WPCP.
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Across the remaining top of the page are buttons I’ve never clicked,
including New Post, Turbo, Log Out, Screen Options, and Help.
Okay, I admit it, I do click Log Out if I’m accessing my WPCP from
someone else’s computer.
There may be times you’ll see a link at the top of the page where
WordPress is offering an updated version of their software. Unless
you have a geeky side, I wouldn’t try to do a WordPress software
update yourself. It’s usually hassle free with a plugin called WordPress
Automatic upgrade, but there are times when the update will cause
an occasional plugin not to function properly. For that reason, it’s
always good to update when your web person can be around.
This would be the right time to log in to your WordPress control
panel and follow along.
Now, let’s take our tour down the left hand side of the page. First
of all, I don’t think I’ve ever clicked the big Dashboard link, but it
does bring you back to this WPCP home page. I’ll list the buttons
and links you see down the left side and what each link does. You
may notice that some of these have a small down-arrow on the
right side of the button that indicates that there are more options
under that heading.

NOTES

Posts (meaning blog posts)
I don’t think I’ve ever clicked the links under the word, Posts.
I just click the word Posts and it takes me to the page where I
can see my most recent blog posts listed down the center of the
page. At this point you can add a new blog post or edit one you’ve
already posted. Learn more about this page and its options with
WordPress for Dummies, or visit http://codex.wordpress.org/
First_Steps_With_WordPress.
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Media
Guess what. I’ve rarely clicked it, and I’ve never used it! Like I said,
you’ll only need to know a handful of links in the WPCP. The rest
are there just in case you need them in the future.
Links
Rarely click here. Never use it. Next!
Pages
I go here about as much as anywhere (it’s where you add/change
content to your normal web pages). Don’t worry about clicking the
down-arrow next to the word Pages. Just click the word. Now you will
just see Add New as the only link under the word Pages, along with
all your pages listed in the middle of the screen. If you click any of the
page names, you’ll have the option to make changes to the content of
that specific page, the images on that page, any of the SEO elements
of that page (more on a great SEO plugin later), and a lot more. Learn
more about this page and its options with WordPress for Dummies,
or visit http://codex.wordpress.org/First_Steps_With_WordPress.
Comments
For small businesses, I recommend you turn off the feature that
allows people to comment on your blog. You’ll rarely have any, and
if you do, they might just be someone wanting to say something
negative. Unless I was a consultant (oh, I am!), I wouldn’t worry
about having comments on your blog posts.
Appearance
The Appearance link has three very interesting links, and only one I
would recommend you spend any time with. The no-no links are for
the Themes and Editor. The Themes page can literally change the
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design of your website in one click. Don’t worry, you can always go
back to your original theme, but that’s the power of this link. I usually only click it once and that’s when I first load up my new theme
for my site and I want to activate it, other than that, there’s not
much reason to go back.
The Editor link gives you access to make big time changes to the
code of your pages. Stay away!
The Widgets link is one you’ll probably play with. On the right-hand
side of your website and/or blog page, there’s a column that allows
you to add things like your email marketing form, a list of your most
recent blog posts, special image ads, etc. That right-hand column on
your website and/or blog is valuable territory. You can play with those
widgets to add stuff that will work well for your website audience.

Plugins
Click the Plugins link, and you’ll see a list of your plugins (installed
at the top and inactive toward the bottom). Often your plugins will
need to be updated. My feeling is, if they’re working fine, leave them
alone until you’re with your web person or geeky friend. There may
be times when you’ll want to change a plugin. There are places
where you can do this here by clicking the Settings link over on the
right. However, I recommend you change settings or options for
your plugins where you see them listed under the Tools and Settings
tabs over on the left at the bottom of the page.
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The Plugins page is also where you’ll activate or deactivate a plugin. For instance, you may no longer use the polls plugin. You can
click Deactivate just to keep it from ever interfering with another
plugin (which can happen on a rare occasion). More importantly,
this is also where you activate a plugin after it’s been added to
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WordPress. More on this (as well as a list of plugins I use most
often) in a moment.
You’ll also find the option under the Plugins tab to add a new plugin
(Add New). Just click Add New and type in the term/phrase for the
keyword you want to install. Once your plugin appears in the list,
you can click install on the right hand side of the page and activate
it. Now you’re good to go with your new plugin.

Users
This is where you can change your username or password. You can
also create usernames and passwords for other people. Most likely,
your web person will create your username and password for you
to login. There are different levels of access (called Roles) that you
can have. The Administrator role gives you access to everything.
Tools
You’ll want to click the triangle to the right of the word Tools. Here
the links available will vary depending on options and plugins that you
have installed. I don’t recall ever having to click the Tools, Import,
Export, or Upgrade links here. However, there are some links that
appear for me (that may not appear for you) that show up here. In
my case, that includes access to some unique plugin settings for
my Contact Form and automatic WordPress database backup.
Settings
Click the triangle next to Settings. Again, depending on the plugins
you have, you’ll find a list of links. The ones at the top, I’ll get into in
a moment, but as you go down the list, you’ll find more links that
display settings and options for many more of your plugins. You’ll
want to click each of these as you add plugins and see if you think
any changes are necessary (most of the time, they’re not).
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General—Click it and you’ll see some obvious things you may
want to add or change, from your blog to your business tagline to the slogan to your time zone.

U

Writing—I just use the default WordPress settings.

U

Reading—Most likely, you’ll want a traditional home page and
not your blog on your home page (unless you’re a consultant
who blogs frequently). This is where that choice is made.
You can also make some choices on how many of your blog
posts appear on your blog page and if you want to show the
full post versus just a snippet and a link to view the full post.
These are your blog settings; once you’ve got some blog
posts online, you can play with these settings to get your
blog page looking just as you want it.

U

Discussion—I just use the default WordPress settings.

U

Media—I just use the default WordPress settings.

U

Privacy—I just use the default WordPress settings (you want
your blog to appear visible to everyone).

U

Permalinks—Very important! WordPress explains this option
very well at the top of the page:
By default WordPress uses web URLs which have question
marks and lots of numbers in them; however WordPress
offers you the ability to create a custom URL structure for
your permalinks and archives. This can improve the aesthetics, usability, and forward-compatibility of your links.
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Therefore, you’re going to want to paste /%postname%/
next to the words, Custom Structure.
U

Miscellaneous—I’ve kept all of this info as it appears by default.

Finally, the rest of the links under the Settings heading are for your
plugins. You’ll want to click each as you add plugins and see if there
are any obvious options for your plugins that you’d like to change.

My Plugins
There are hundreds of WordPress plugins, and nearly all are free.
I use around 20. You may only need a handful. That’s because your
list will be different from my list, because the needs for our websites
are different (a great aspect of WordPress!). For instance, I’m not
a photographer, so I don’t need the robust photo gallery plugin. I
also don’t have a big online store, so I don’t need an ecommerce
plugin. However, there are a handful I use myself and install for all
my clients.
To install any of these plugins, click Add New under the Plugins tab
on the left of the page, do a search for the plugin name, click the
install link on the right side of the page after the plugin you want
appears in the list, and then click Activate. It’s that simple!

All in One SEO Pack
Allows you to easily customize your page titles and descriptions right
there when you’re editing your page or blog post. Refer to the SEO
section for more about titles and descriptions. Brilliant!
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Contact Form 7
This is what I use for my contact form on my contact page that
emails me when someone is making an inquiry or has a question.
This is not the form that’s part of your email marketing. Those
forms come from your email marketing service provider and are
(hopefully) visible on each page of your website.
Exclude Pages from Navigation
You’ll have web pages that you don’t want to be in your main navigation area (for instance, a Thank You page). This plugin adds a little
checkbox where you can choose to include or exclude that specific
page from your site’s navigation bar. You’ll see it over to the right
when you’re editing a page.
FeedBurner FeedSmith
Google’s Feedburner service will provide you a custom feed address.
You’ll want to add this to this setting so you can track how many
people follow your blog posts via RSS.

NOTES

Redirection
You may not need it now, but down the road you might want to
remove a page from your site because the content is no longer
relevant. This plugin allows you to forward that page’s URL to one
of your current and active pages. This is a better option than someone seeing a Page Can Not Be Found page (by the way, that’s also
called a 404 Page).
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Sociable
Displays social media, email, and print icons under your blog posts
so people can share your content with others. You can change
which icons appear in the settings.
Scribe SEO
There is a premium SEO service and plugin for WordPress called
Scribe SEO. It actually scores your pages and posts to make sure
they’re completely SEO optimized. Learn more at www.websiteblue
print.com/scribe-seo.
WordPress Automatic Update
It does what it says only when you start the process by clicking the
upgrade link whenever it appears at the top of the page. Like I’ve
said, it’s okay to do it. But I’d wait until you have your web person
around (just in case something stops working correctly).
WordPress Database Backup
What a great tool! It will automatically (once you go to its settings)
email you a backup of your WordPress database (that’s all the content
you add to WordPress) in a tidy zip file. I always save these emails
just in case my database ever needs restored. (Knock on wood.)
By the way, this backup does not include the theme/design files of
your website. Those should be backed up locally to your computer
once a month (or before and after major design changes) from
your server via an FTP program. See the Backup section for more
about backing up.
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